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COUNCIL TURNS DOWN DOG LAW; ONE-WAY PATTERN FOR
SPRING
DOWNTOWN REVIEWED TO BE IMPLEMENTED BY Dog
Law To
Present State
Be Enforced By City Police

Time To Turn
Back Clock
Is Saturday

One-way Downtown Is Part
Of Traffic Study Made Here

than the ordinance to be considered.
He pointed out the present
state law is of broader concept
since it includes all animals
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
while the proposed ordinance
time has come to fall backward
considered only vicious dogs.
In other words, turn back the.
The state law also provides that
clock one hour Saturday night'
from sundown to sunup, dogs
or you might not only get to
The two hour long meeting will be penned or otherwise
the church on time Sunday
marked by several discus- kept under control.
was
the
before
even
morning, but
sions over the *problems which
The ordinance failed because
preacher.
arose. Mayor Pro-tein Leonard it did not receive a motion that
The occasion is the shift from
(Ske Map On Pogo Eight)
Vaughn presided for most of it be passed.
Daylight Savings Time to Stanmeeting. Mayor Holmes Elthe
part
second
Mr. Overbey told the council
—
the
Time
dard
absent, was late for that the solution to the dog
rarely
lis,
State Highway Department and
fall
of the "spring forward,
the meeting because of other problem is merely the enforceMel Conner and Associates, conbackward" reminder many pees
pressing businoss.
sulting from Florida.
ment of present law.
Councilman Max W
ple use for changing their time-The study took about one
hour
Councilman Allbritton urged
an
them
turn
pieces. You
A dog control law was read
year for completion and was
city be more diligent
forward in the spring, backby City Attorney Wells Over- that the
exhaustive in detail.
the present dog
enforcing
in
ward in the fall.
before
commented
bey. He
Brown said
Mr. Weaver told the canine.'
Chief
Police
law.
it
The transportation departthat
ordinanee
reading the
can enforce
Police
last night that the first priority
City
te
that
precise
very
has
issued
ment
was with very little since the
in the study is a one-way grid
the support of the
instructions: "Clocks in 47 of
present state statutes are more the law with
and City Council. Mayor
pattern in the downtown area.
the 50 states should be turned
far reaching and more stringent Mayor
NEW GIRL SCOUT CHAIRMAN — Pictured here are
The purpose of the grid pattern
Ellis pointed out that an effort
back one hour at 2 a.m. SunCases were disposed of in the day, Oct. 26."
Mn. Robert (Pat) Fox, the new chairman of the Boar Creek
La to facilitate traffic in .this
must be made to catch a dog
Calloway County Court of
congested area.
before it is merely shot
Girl Scout Council in Murray and Ray Brownfield, vice-prosiWhy only 47 states? The
Judge Hall McCuiston during other three — Arizona, Hawaii,
The plan calls for one-way
Proper equipment will be prodent of the Peoples Bank and fund chairman for the Bar
the past week. Records ,show and Michigan — chose not to
north on Fourth from Elm ts
cured so that police can catch
Creek Council in Murray and Calloway County.
the following occurred:
animals which are running
Olive and one-way south on
change to Daylight Time April
C. King, Chestnut 27, a privilege they may execloose. It was pointed out that
Fred
Fifth from Olive to Elm. Elm
(Continued on Page Eight) Street, public drunkenness, giva leash law for the city would
would be one-way east from
(Continued on Page Eight)
en eight days in jail at hard
fifth to Fourth. Another pair of
be of great help, however for
The Calloway County Associ- the Lime being a stricter enlabor; State Police.
one-way streets involves Main
ation for Retarded Children forcement of the present state
William T Mowell, 602 South
one-way west from Third ta
held its regular monthly meet- law will be attempted.
12th •Street, Murray, improper
Sixth and Maple one-way east
14, at.
passing, fined $10.00 costs $18 Councilman Richard Tuck refrom Sixth to Fourth.
A choir program will be pre- ing on Tuesday, October
the Robertson School. '
to the council that the
ported
00; State Police.
Weaver pointed out that by
Pleasant
South
the
at
sented
Robert (Pat) Fox has reGas System is
Charles Wayne Allen, Hardin
committee was appointed Murray Natural
of Grove United Methodist Church
chairman
A
named
ntly
been
Route One, undersized bass,
start- to contact all handicapped a- now obligated to call in some
26,
October
on
Sunday,
CounScout
Girl
Creek
Mrs.
' e Bear
of its outstanding bonds. One
fined $15.00 costs $18.00; Dedults, eighteen years of age or bond bolder baa $100,000 of
t '1 in Murray and she urges all ing at two p. in.
partment of Fish and Wildlife
focally
Wan.
end
of
songs
Specie&
The Blood River Baptist As•
arnewmg
Yersons
'oRlifr.-s—sinso are not scouts and
the system's bonds which the
-Robert R. Elkins, 107 North aociatiem Woman's Missionary
wish to become a member of group singing will be featured. dicapped adults are asked to city can recall for $96,000 and
5th Street, Murray, speeding, Union will have its quarterly
her The public is invited to attend, call Mrs. Warner Cole 435-4752
contact
to
Scouts
Girl
the
the
State meeting on Monday, October
other firm has $5,000
Larry D. Wilson, son of Mr. fined $10.00 costs $18.00;
or have their parents contact according to Rev. Elbert Johns, after 3:30 p.m.
bonds which may be purchased
27, at seoen p.m. at the Elm her.
minister of the church.
and Mrs. Charles B. Wilson, Police.
Ronald E. Jones, Murray, Grove Baptist Church here in
The progress of the Day Care for $4,500.
Box 63, Hazel, Kentucky, has
Any girl between the ages
costs
Mr. Tuck said that the sy$10.00
fined
for the children at the
Center
speeding,
County.
Calloway
been awarded a two-year ROTC
of seven and seventeen is eliFirst United Methodist Church stem has the money with which
Mrs. C. P. Gunther, state dirscholarship by the Department $18.00; State Police.
the
and
Scouts
for Girl
was discussed. The center is to ....all the bonds and that
William D. Forrester, Route ector of the Woman's Mission- gible
of the Army.
Murray Council has organized
special
fined
the
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. it is now in local banks drawspeeding,
be
open
Mayfield,
will
One,
Society,
ary
his
pay
will
The scholarship
nine troops. Mrs. Fox said that
ing the maximum interest.
Right chipper yesterday morn- tuition, textbook and laboratory $10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- guest speaker.
Monday through Friday. wr
the council has adult leaders
Bonding company lawyers have
ing.
The president, Mrs. Robert
fees at Murray State University lice.
troops
the
of
but one
indicated that the system las co
James Coates, Route Three, C. Miller, Jr., of Murray, urges for all
where Wilson is studying physiany woman who is intermuch money on hand that it is
Lady the dog acts as a pretty cal education.
Murray, willfully shooting with all women to attend the meet- and
religious
in
Study courses
ested should contact her.
to take up the b ds.
obligated
under
good thermometer. Let her out
placed
kill;
to
intent
ing.
been
The grant, which has
The fund drive for the Bear thought and practice are being
were sold for
bonds
The
In the summer time and she awarded to 1,338 outstanding bond of $750.00 awaiting action
Creek Council is now in pro- offered in a six-week School of
slightly over 4 per cent when
stays gone for maybe thirty students throughout the coun- of February 1970 Grand Jury;
Sunday
each
held
Religion,
HUB CAPS STOLEN
gress and the fund chairman,
the system was first built.
minutes before she leisurely try, also provides an allowance Sheriff.
Ray Brownfield; said that this night in First United Methodist
Since that time bonds have
scratches on the door to get of $50 per month during the
Gail Lewis Doran, AStastrie.
Church.
Sandy Saltzgiver of Hester year's goal is $7200.00.
been selling for much higher
back in. Let her out yesterday academic year and $171 per Murray, speeding, fined 1-10.00
David Bogard underwent surHall Dormitory, Murray State
Businesses are being contactand she was scratching to beat month during the six-week costs $1800; State Police-)
The school is sponsored by: gery on his left leg at the Bap- interest and rather than pay off
of
University, reported that four ed for donations by members
the bonds, the system has been
the band to get back in.
St. Leo's Catholic, St. John's
Danny Alan Brame, Route
summer camp which come bespinner hub caps were taken the committee and solicitations Episcopal, Immanuel Lutheran, tist Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., putting its money into banks
driving,
reckless
Kirksey,
One,
transbeing
and
after
junior
tween the cadet's
off a 1967 Firebird at the Hes- are also being sent by mail. First Unitesi Methodist, First on Thursday,
drawing over 5 per cent. ConDaylight Saving Time goes off
fined $10,00 costs $18.00; State
senior years.
ter Hall parking lot. The report Brownfield went on to say that Presbyterian, and First Christ ferred there from the Murray- necticut Mutual, holder of $100,on Sunday. What you do is set
on
Four other cadets at Murray Pollee.
to the Murray Police Depart- he hopes the fund drive can be ian Churches. There are n o Calloway County Hospital
000 at the bonds wishes to cash
your clock back to real time State also received the awards.
Robert W. Caner, Jonesboro,
Tuesday. Reports are his conNovemSaturday,
by
on
was
made
at
Saturday
ment
Thursday
completed
bed
to
go
open
(Continue° on rage eigmi
are
courses
when you
the
and
fees,
intoxicated,
while
driving
Ark.,
.
Celts
satisfactory
Brooks,
J.
is
James
dition
They are
ber 1.
night. If you retire at 11:00, Neck, N.J.; Ronald L. Bennett, fined $100.00 costs $13.00; State 3:30 p.m.
to all adults.
moa
Bogard was injured in
turn your clock back to 10:00. Fulton; Lee A. Rials, Bardwell; Police.
being offer- torcycle accident on Thursday,
courses
four
The
You'll pick up that hour you end Timothy J. Wilcox, FalRobert N. White, WashingOctober 16, near Murray. He is
ed include "Current Issues Relost last Spring.
ton, Ind., driving while intoxiassistant manager at Jerry's
cener, N.Y.
being
,"
Christianity
To
lated
cated, fined $100.00 costs $13,for
the
Restaurant.
was
selected
Wilson
ProLowry,
Sig
taught by Dr.
United Pram International
And now we get into this pro- scholarship from applicants in 00; State Police.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
fessor Emeritus of M.S.U. Fablem of everything coming in the first two years of Army
Route
Weatherford,
Don
to
married
and
is
Bogard
Troy
ther Martin Mattingly is lead
pressurized cans. Hair spray, ROTC. He has agreed to serve Three, Buchanan, Tenn., public
the former Joyce Lax. Fe r
Consmerable cloudiness toe,
ing a study on "Prayer And Dedeodorant, cologne, flea spray, four years of active duty in the drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs
who would like to send
those
SteRev.
and
Life,"
today, tonight and Saturvotional
cool
paint, furniture polish, steriliz- Army following his commiss- $18.00; Sheriff.
is the guide for him cards and letters, his day. Slight chance of showers
Mazak
phen
ing compounds, etc. We wonder ioning.
Jesse D. Gibbs, Route One,
address is Room 8118-N, Baptist
"Christian Dialogue." "Present
mainly late tonight and Saturwhat effect breathing all of this
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
The award was granted in re- Murray, driving while intoxicatThought"
Christian
In
years.
day morning. High today in
Trends
the
stuff will have over
$13.00;
costs
$100.00
fined
ed,
cognition of his demonstrated
mid 50s to lower 60s, low tohas two leaders: Dr. Sam Dodleadership ability, academic ex- State Police.
night mostly in the 40s, high
son and Rev. Fred Morton.
This stuff hangs in the air in cellence, physical fitness, and
The sessions begin each SunSaturday in the 60s. Probability
CAR FIRE
tiny globules and coats the participation in extracurricular
of rain 20 per cent tonight and
day evening at 6:30 and conlungs as you breath it in. activities.
partly cloudy
clude at 8:00, and are held in
Sounds like a good subject for
The Murray Fire Department Saturday. Sunday
Any student who successfully
the Education Building of First was called to 206 South 16th with little change in temperainvestigation by somebody.
completes the first two years of
United Methodist Church. For Street on Thursday at ten a.m. tures.
cARPENER
may apply for the
ROTC
Army
teLtN
By
information, contact the
further
not
Keys Kal says he does
The booster was used to exscholarship. The Professor of
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
Church.
think the frost was too heavy Military Science at any college
tinguish the flames on a car.
of the
committee
interim
An
The Head Start children
Wednesday night because of the or university with an Army
adopted
has
Assembly
General
wind and low lying clouds. It ROTC Program can provide fur- were invited to the Murray-Cal.
supporting annual
fhe Calloway uounty Conserloway County Library on Thurs- a resolution
s_.
the legislature vation Club will hold a Shoot
informatim
ther
of
sessions
Eight)
Page
(Continued on
day, October 23, for a special
which may signal the start of on Sunday, October 26, at the
story hour.
campaign to save Ernest Bailey Farm. Prizes will
Mrs. Diane Johnson and Mrs. a last-minute
constitutional a- be given for the winners.
proposed
the
assist
library
Carolyn Adams,
possible defrom
mendment
The public is invited to atants, entertained the children
A special discussion will be
the polls.
tend the shoot to start at one
with a story and puppet show feat at
held at the building of the West
Thursday
action
the
taking
In
p.m.
in the new Puppet Playhouse.
Murray Church of Christ on
on state
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, lib- the interim committee
Road on Sunday, OctoDoran
another
CAR WASH
rarian, showed the film, "Little government adopted
ber 26, at three p.m.
conof
"vote
a
giving
resolution
Cray Neck".
legislative
The Distributive Education
The children later enjoyed fidence" to two state
James P. Needham of Orlanleading a citi- Class of Murray High School
who
are
leaders
selection
the
large
at
looking
Fla., who has been preachdo,
the an- will have a car wash at 12th and
of books. All of the twenty-six zens group promoting
at West Murray each even
ing
, No. 2 Johnson Boulevard on Saturchildren who attended were nual sessions amendment
ing during the past week will
4
ballot.
the
Nov.
on
day, October 25. The price is
very interested and impressed
speaker.
Sen Walter "Dee" Huddle $1.75 per car. For free pick up be ,the
by the program, the colorful
Eight)
(Continues! on Pogo
aall 753-6133.
surroundings, and the friendThe subject of the discussion
liness of the personnel, accordwill be "The New Sex EducaBAKE SALE
ing to Head Start teachers.
tion". Mr. Needham has done
The children were accompanwide research in the field of
BEAUTY BUYS [must — Cindy Alexander, 1169 CalThe Women's' croup of the
ied by Mrs. Charla Ellison and
the new sex education program
loway County Fair Oueen, buys the first package of light
of
the
Christ
Jesus
of
Church
Mrs. Carole Crouch: Mrs. Rayon
wilt
speaker
Quartet
The Southerners
and is a frequent
bulbs from Bailey Gore left and Lt Col. Gary Pugh right.
melle Walls and Mrs. Linda be featured in a gospel singing Latter Day Saints will have a the subject, according to Audi'
October
and Pugh are co-chairmen of the Murray Lions Club
Saturday.
Gore
on
sale
bake
Mrs.
assistants;
Duffy, teachers'
at the First Assembly of God
McKee, minister of the West
in
front
bulb sal, being held October 28th. Members of the
a.m
light
ten
at
25,
starting
Arttie Petty, social worker's Church, South 16th and GlenMurray Church.
Club and ATO fraternity will canvass the city giving
bide
Ltons
the
.w.est
n
,of
Lerman'aso
Donna
aidet
Mrs.
and
parents,
on
Road,
dale
_Saturday.- OctoLarry D. Wilson (right) recently received a two year
an opportunity to buy the light bulbs. Proceeds
kinds
All
everyone
of
square.
the
court
litrs.
s
Smith.Mrs.
-Elisabeth
Reed,
ber 25, starting at seven- p in
Army ROTC Scholarship. Col. IN W. Birdsong, professor of
will be used in local sight conservation prowill
sale
the
goods
baked
of
from
hathemade
atto
Linda
public
is
Mrs.
invited
The
Hattie Blanton, and
The public is invited to atmilitary science at -Murray Pato University prosants tho
lects.
be on sale.
Morrison.
tend.
tend.
scholarship certificate to cadet Wilson.

City Councilman Max Weaver
presented a comprehensive traffic study to the Murray City
Council last night.
The plan as presented by Mr.
Weaver may be put into effect
by next spring or summer.
The plan was evolved from 3
study made in Murray in the
year 1967-68 by the Federal
pureau of Roads, the Kentucky

implementing this grid pattern,
the court square would be one
way all the way around. He
pointed out that some corners
would have to be rounded to
give a wider turning radius for
automobiles and trucks and
this cost is to be borne by state
and Federal funds.
Murray was the first of the
small cities to have this study,
Mayor Ellis pointed out. The
city was selected because of the
many progressive moves made
over the past ten to fifteen
years.
Mr. Weaver further pointed
out a situation around Robertson School which suffers from
traffic - congestion. He suggested that a plan devised by Robertson School PTA be adopted
with some small changes. He
said the PTA had worked on a
traffic plan for the past three
years. This was presented at a
recent council meeting by Mrs.
Mary Johnson, Chairman of the
Safety Committee of the PTA
The plan involves making

The Murray City Council last
night turned down a proposed
dog law for the city of Murray,
discussed a one-way street pattern for the downtown area and
approved the calling of over
$100,000 in Natural Gas System hoods.

Cases Are Heard
In Calloway Court
Judge McCuiston

Larry Wilson
Gets ROTC
Seen&Heard Scholarship

Blood River WMU
To Meet Monday
At Elm Grove

**
Mrs. Robert Fox
Named Chairman,
Cirl Scout Group

Handicapped Adults
Being Contacted By
Calloway Group

Choir Program Will
Be Held On Sunday

4

Around
Murray

a

Study Courses To
Be Held Sunday
By Four Churches

David Bogard Has
Surgery Thursday
At Nashville, Tenn.

Special Party Held
For Head Start At
The County Library

WEATHER REPORT

Annual Legislative
Sessions Endorsed,
Interim Committee
Shoot Planned At
The Bailey Farm

Discussion Planned
At West Murray
Church Of Christ

*

Southerners Sing
At Church Here
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Kentuoklan.
January 1, 1942.
113 N. lib Street, Murray, Kentucky 42971
Ultimatum for
JAMES C. WILLLU118 PUBLISHER
Drinking
Drivers
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters
or Public Voice items which, In our opinion, are notto the Editor,
Alcohol-related car accidents are
for the beet
Interest of our readers.
killing more than 25,000 Amerizans per year., To help catch the
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New 00., 1509 drunk driver, science has come up
York. N.Y, with new and improved chemical
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
tests for sobriety. These tests,
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for trananINCo
which check blood, breath, urine,
n
Second Clam Matter
3r saliva, are far more accurate
han such old standbys as walking a
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week
35t, per ,traight line or pronouncing "MethMonth $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties,
per year, 0.50; 3dist Episcopal."
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere 916.00. All service
subscriptions $11.00.
But there has always been one
Dig problem: what to do about the
"The Outstanding Civie Asset of a Cesumencity is
the
notorist who, after being stopped
Integrity it its Newspaper"
3y a policeman, refuses to take the
est. To force him to silt-nut is
FRIDAY — OCTOBER 24. 1969

•

TIME OF CRISIS

THIS

& TIMES

—

Extra Unctions Are Thin
On This Week's TV Schedule
by JACK GAYER

Cousteuu series of documentary Barbara Eden, Wilson Pickett
specials. Tracking and studying and comedians Hendra and
NEW YORK (UPI)— The tele- the little-known California grey
vision week on the networks
whales, which migrate from the The CBS Thursday night
thin one so far as extra added Bering Sea to Baja California. movie is "Dear Heart," starring
attractions are concerned.
Red Skelton's guests on his Glenn Ford and Geraldine Page.
CBS carries the dedicator) NBS hour are John Wayne, Ju- Tony Bennett, Sid Caesar, Pat
concert Sunday of the new Juil- lius Wechter and the Baja Henry a n d Charles Nelson
liard music school at Lincoln Marimba Band. Skelton and
Reilly work out on Dean
Center, New York, and has an Wayne play a western comedy Martin's NBC hour.
unusual night scheduling of a sketch suggested by Wayne's
FRIDAY
National Football League game recent movie, "True Grit,"
Guest stars on NBC's "The
ABC's "Movie of the week" Name of the Game" are Dennis
on Monday.
ABC on Tuesday has the sea- offers "The Young Lawyers," Weaver, Diane Baker, Larry
son's first of its "Undersea made for television. Jason Ev- Storch, Mark Miller and Phyllis
World of Jacques Cousteau" ers, Michael Parks, Annette Kirk. Robert Stack seeks to unCorner and Keenan Wynn head mask a professional fund-raiser
documentaries.
Herb Alpert and the Tijuana the cast
as a thief.
alien
WEDNESDAY
Brass provide NBC with a musiThe CBS movie screens "Come
oi
"A Love to Remember" is ofcal special Wednesday.
ale,__if
With Me," starring Dolores
Fly
ered on NBC's "The VirDetails for Oct. 26-Nov. 1:
Hart and Hugh O'Brien.
inian."
as
Diane
a
Baker
stars
SUNDAY
"Here Come the Brides" on
The dedicatory concert for the Boston reporter-artist who seeks ABC offers "Hosanna's Way."
new Julliard school at Lincoln the slayer of her husband and The Bolts meet prejudice when
Center on CBS features pianist child.
they try to help a wounded boy.
Van Cliburn, mezzo - soprano The Glen Campbell hour" on
SATURDAY
Shirley Verett and conductors CBS features singer Johnny
Leopold Stokowski and Jean Mo- Cash and impressionist Rich "ABC's Wide World ofSports"
ral.
offers the National 500 stock car
Former boxing champion Su- "The Brass Are Comin" lathe race
to raise touchy questions of constiat Charlotte, N. C., and
Herb
Alpert-Tijuana
Brass
gar
Ray
speRobinson
tutional rights.
is guest stas
the international ski flying
cial
NBC,
preempting "Music
on
Now, however, a growing number in the "Land of the Giants"
championship at Planica, Yugoof states are finding the answer by episode on ABC. He plays a Hall." Singer Petula Clark is a
slavia.
passing an "implied consent" law. giant who promises the earth- special guest.
Debbie Reynolds, Flip Wilson,
This law says that a motorist, just lings their treednin if they
The
ABC
movie will be Red
will
SerLing, Henry Mancini and
by using the public streets, gives teach him
how to play the "Georgy Girl," starring Lynn the Edwin Hawkins Singers aphis implied consent—in advance—
Redgrave and James Mason.
trumpet.
pear on Andy Williams' NBC
to a sobriety test. Then, when he
To bolster the Halloween , On NBC's "Then Came Bron- hour.
is halted, he faces a kind of ultimatum: either take the test or lose itmosphere, CBS repeats "It's son" townspeople await re- The NBC movie screens"Sergthe Great Pumpkin, Charlie turn of a long-imprisoned man
your driver's license.
eants 3," starring Frank Sinatra,
True, he cannot be put to this Brown," the animated cartoon who has vowed vengeance on Dean Martin and Sammy Davis
two residents. Gloricka Grahame,
choice without reasonable grounds. special.
Jr.
An arresting officer may not insist
NBC's Disney hour has a Larry Gates and Royal Dana
Sammy Davis also is guest
on a test unless there are visible Attire — adventure film, "Th are guest players.
host
on ABC's "The Hollywood
signs that the driver really is in- Feather Farm." Two women
THURSDAY
toxicated.
The Jim Nabors hour on CBS Palace."
decide to raise ostriches and
Furthermore, it does not count meet
features dancer - singer Juliet
with sore surprises.
as a refusal to take the test if the
Prowse.
Liza
Minnelli
is
a
headliner
Bushido is the code of moral
motorist is simply unable to carry
On NBC's "Ironside" circumprinciples
Out the officer's instructions. . on Ed Sullivan's CBS show. .
which
developed
stantial
evidence
results
Sgt.
in
ABC
The
Sunday night movie
In one unusual case, a motorist
among the Samurai class of
Brown
being
accused
of a kill- Japan during
was unable to blow into a testing screens "The Fall of the Rothe civil war period
balloon because of difficulty with man Empire" starring Sophia ing.
of the 16th Century.
Tom
Jones
ABC
on
presents
his dentures. A court ruled afte'r- Loren, Stephen
Boyd, Alec
ward that, under these circum• Guinness, James Mason and
stances, the state had no right tc Omar Sharif. This is a threerevoke the man's'license.
hour film.
On the other hand, a refusal to
MONDAY
*S%1—TV
WL iC—
take the test is not excused by the
WSIX—TV
On "Gunsmoke" on CBS an
, Channel I
fact that the motorist is later acChannel a
Channel e
outlaw
returns
to
the
wife
he
quitted of having been intoxicated.
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
His license can be revoked any- deserted years before and trieq
00 Naas
'
Nth, Sets
his, , Sao News.
i 'Oethr; aSorl;lasi
how, not as a penalty for drunk to make her exchange his stole,
6 30 High . Cherarral
Get Smart
Make
.
driving but as a penalty for his re- gold for paper money.
7
CO High Chacarral
The Good Guys
The
Brady Bunch
•
30 IN me uf the Gomeier's HeroeS
Historic
Homes
fusal Io.
Th officer!* 'lawful Cipsedian 0.flip WiLsoa is the
Here Conies the Bride
request.
'
8
30 Now :
14
,
1rrirm
At "Ine
e MoormanHere_ CONWS me Beat
Must be remembered," said guest on "Rowan and martin's
Cle Nashville Music Movie
Jimmy Durant, Pie
30 Del Reever'StrIE' - Movie
9 00
The Le
Sister!
one court, "that it is a privilege to Laugh-In" for NBC.,
am
DO
tows
Nem
irrets
News
wow
Sport%
•J.
NBC has one of the new madeeau
operate a motor vehicle on our
I ai 30 The Tonighl Show Perry Masan
Wagon Train
highways and not a right. The state for - video "World Premiere"
CO The Tonight Show. Perry. Mason
Wax. Train
11
20 The Tonight Show Perry Mason
Walla Irvin
may prescribe conditions on which films, "Destiny of a Spy."
The Untouchablee Perry Mascn
.loev Stade Show
that privilege is exercised."
Lorne Greene plays a veteran
1 2 00
30 The untcLrhables Movie:
Bleitte Show
00
"A Man Alone"
An American Bar Association pub- Russian agent sent to discover
Joey Brame Sher.
I
/Movie
30
lic service feature by Will Bernard. why a mysterious letter causes
2 00
g. 1969 American Bar Association a top British scientist to have
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
a heart attack.
Childish?
ABC's "The Survivors" feaScience In Action
Sucra. Serrester
The PTA magazine tures
6 1 Farm Dk1:451
the decision of Tracy's
Cesar Cartoon.
.1:0 Heckle and jerk,* 'Tee Jelsors
we
relates this one: Child son to leave home and live with
Lannon
,
Buia. stow.
:30 Six.:
1
wrote a note to God aod friends and the discovery that
Runner
Ciliates:tea Cats
00 Here's the Griown goad
6
crimes:09a
Ti,, Pink F anther CestarOly L Muttlev
Cats
:30
lit
asked for $100. Letter got banker Baylor has only six
Ff nteicre PrIsla
Hot Wheels
.1110 H R. Putnslut
CO
to postmaster in the months to live.
Soca', Coo, Where
30 Banana Smits
7
The Hardy Boys
1 ert 00 Adventure Fleur
The Arc hie Comedy
Sky Hawks
nation's capital. He sent
CBS presents the NationV :A Underdcw
Hot.:
Adv. of Gulliver
$5. Boy replied. "Dear al Football League game be'50 1h,s Welk in
Ire Merkees
FarlastIc Voyage
11
American Bandstand
God, thanks for the tween the New York Giants and
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money. But next time, Dallas in Dallas.
don't send it through
Amer icon Bandstand
TUESDAY
12
te Manta.,,• S
.lu
"
or.nc"-Ou
r'es:
Everglades
Washington. They took 95
"The Desert Whales" on ABC
ri
CO Movie:
e.Ctve 5.hc
Pleskin
.30 ''Tartato arc theF AIPOY
NCAA Football
per cent."
is the season's first in Jacques
2 Mermaids"

DAY AND AGE seems to have become a springboard
for some of the most twisted thinking in the entire age of man.
Individuals and groups have promoted some strange viewpoints which remind us of some super-structure hanging in midair with no firm foundation, which when inspected closely, falls
apart into the senseless jargon of which it is composed.
For instance, demonstrators seek to exercise their right to
demonstrate and at the same time completely ignore the fact
that their long lines of people block traffic, block intersections,
halt business and otherwise change the normal routine. Whether
they wish to say it or not, they are in effect saying, to heck with
your rights, our right to demonstrate is greater than your right
to
carry on your normal duties.
We certainly do not wish to deny anyone the right to demonstrate, but we value our rights just as much as they value
theirs.
We have some college instructors and putijah liffures who
promote individual thinking with no regard to the facrr of
judgment. Judgment is an integral part of good thinking.
Experience
is priceless in the development of ideas. One may have some
ideas
that are controversial, but if that person is one who
at least
has had wide experience, we might understand him,
even if we
totally disagree with him. It is all right, in our opinion,
to e'erCiAg` the mind, have ideas, have
opinions, but at the same time
we would certainly urge an accumulation of experience
on which
to base opinions.
We have peaceniks over thenation who decry war
and call
for peace, yet never give thought to any of the
realities involved.
We have not heard one of these people give a
reasonable solution
as to how the United States can extricate itself
from the mess
in South Viet Nam.
These people, under the guise of wanting to
be different,
gather in clans and dress and think alike for
mutual comfort
and cor.solation. They offer no solution, but
merely mesmerize
themselves with the chant of "peace now, peace
now".
How, we ask? Pull out of South Viet Nam and
allow the cornmuniata.,Altallaw the- north -to .Thurtieeirwape -and
pillage to'their
hearts content? Pull out piecemeal? Follow
what President
Nixon is doing now in a war he inherited?
Their child-like approach is almost pitiful
as they hand out
flowers and cry out their pseudo-iraellectualisms
based on nothing.
We consider their reading of the names of
war dead as blasphemy
In this day when the welfare government
is so much with us,
we have people who have the temerity
to "strike" for higner
welfare checks. This, in a time of apparent
prosperity. The difficulty, of course, is that many, many
people are receiving welfare payments who should be working.
Many get rent subsidies
who should not be receiving them. Many
get surplus food, when
they should not.
We know that many who are in need
could use more money
to meet the rising cost of living
and we firmly believe that if
welfare were more judiciously administere
d, there would be
ample funds for those really in
need. There are far too many
drones living off of the taxpayers.
Parents of college age children have
a great responsibility
in these times. They can provide
a great leavening influence.
There is nothing that will bring a
person "back to earth" more
than that which controls his
food, clothing, and shelter. Parents
can check on their children in
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
college and follow through, such
as did a number of Negro parents
at Tilghman High School in
Paducah recently. They merely
UNITED NATIONS - U. N, Secretary-General Thant's somber
appeared on the scene, got their
observation today, the 24th anniversary of the United Nations:
demonstrating children by their ears
and led them home, and
"It must be said that we have not done nearly enough to reach
very quickly broke up an uncalled
for incident.
the goals solemnly proclaimed 24 years ago: Universal peace,
Much of the far out thinking today
stems from the desire to prosperity, social justice-a life worth living for every human
escape the responsibilities of -this
life. Some people turn to being."
drink, others to drugs, others
to nebulous thinking.
WASHINGTON - Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn., describing
Responsible people today are called
on more than ever'to the "crux" of the alleged NCO club scandal:
keep the true values in life alive,
"These hearings have produced testimony which indicates
and to direct young people
along the routes which will
allow them to grow up eager to ac- a serious betrayal of public trust by a small number of men."
cept responsibility and eager to
accept the challenges which one
NEW YORK - Dr. John Olney of St. Louis commenting on
Inevitably meets as he or she
the
grows into manhood or woman- results of the tests of monosodium glutamate on animals:
hood.
"I've treated a number of species of experimental animals
in the period of infancy and I've found that every species I have
studied is susceptible to brain damage from monosodium glutamate."

Quotes From The News
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

The area of the city of Murray was increased last night by
action of the City Council from 550 to 600 acres. It lies to the
And they took Joseph's coat, and killed a kid of the goats,
west and south of the present city limits.
and
Deaths reported are W. H.(Hamp) Childress, age 76, Mrs. Lena lipped the coat in the blood. — Genesis 37:31.
Harmon, age 57, and Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Compton, age 69.
One sin often creates a situation where it is necessary to commit
The Murray High Tigers clobbered the Providence Bulldogs in another in order to hide the first.
a football game with the score being 48 to 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Kilgore andounce the engagement and
In 1939, women's hosiery
approaching marriage of their daughter, Shirley Ann, to Bert
made of nylon went on sale for
Junior Garland, Qom of Mr. and Mrs. Bert David Garland.
The United Press International the first time in Wilminaton,
Del,
Today is Friday, Oct. 24, the
In 1945, Secretary of State
297th day of 1969 with 68 to
James Byrnes announced th
follow.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
The moon is between its first United Nations Charter was
force following Russian ratifica
quarter and full phase.
Oscar Turner, age 55, died at his home in Hazel today.
tion.
The
morning
stars
are
A real old fashioned reunion was held at Almo last week when
Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and
the high school held a homecoming. Two hundred plates were
Saturn.
Served.
The evening star is Mars.
TM cad steles IS, be
le Martel bay as the N. C.
thought for the dsiy: Greek
On this day in history:
RatIread amegaced *et the oily two passenger trains
1861, the first telegram Poet Minnermus said, "We are
In
serving Murray will be 41111115101 ?VIM service until the strike
was sent across the United all clever at envying a famous'
is settled.
from California Chief man while he is yet alive, and
States
Births included a boy to Mr. and Mrs:Damoo Lovett and a girl
Stephen Field to Pres- at praising hirn whets lie is
1.411c_e
3
_
_
-todMrs. Paul 43111,3
dead."
ident Lincoln.
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All-Start Wrestling
All-Start WrestlIne
The Newlywed Game
Lawrence Welk Snow
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Hollywood Pala,
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11111 Anderson Show
Buck Owens Show
Movie
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Movie
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News

. . . FOR DRAMA!

* TODAY *
thru Tuesday

Today, 4:00 PM THE BIG SHOW
"Callaway Went That-Away"
Howard Keel, Fred MacMurray, Dorothy McGuire

3

WINNER! ACADEMY AWARDS
INCLUDNG BEST ACTRESS KATHARINE HEPBURN

Tonight, 8:00 PM FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE

"The Mountain" Spencer Tracy, Robert Wagner, Claire
Trevor

Tonight, 10:30 PM PERRY MASON
Tonight, 12:30 AM THE LATE SHOW

u

"A Man Alone" (c) Ray Milland, Ward Bond, Mary
Murphy

Saturday, 9:00 PM DEATH VALLEY DAYS
Saturday, 11:00 PM PERRY MASON
Saturday, 12 Midnight THE LATE SHOW

"Drums in the Deep South" (c) James Craig, Guy
Madison
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The University of Tennessee, Black
Track and will be run
with its entire championship te- in two
sessions, beginning at
returning, is favored to win 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. More than
•the 5th Annual National Collegia- 50 colleges and clubs and 400te Athletic Association Region 500 athletes will participate.
.:111 Cross Country championship
Between sessions, the parti-Saturday, Oct. 25, at UK's Slily- cipants will attend a Tennesseet_ely Sports Center.
Notre Dame freshman football
.• Owen Self, Southeastern Con- game.
champ,
ference
will
lead
the
Wildcat coach Press Whelan
--,
- Volunteers, who expect stiff com- will enter
three persons in the
petition from William 81 Mary shot put. They are: John Stuart,
• runner-up to Tennessee in last who has a best put of 57'2" this
",- year's championship.
fall (the SEC outdoor record
' Florida, which finished second is 57'6" set by Chip Kell
of
' to Tennessee in SEC cross coun- Tennessee); Tom Johnson, UK
i:try, will unveil Mark Bir, India- indoor record holder; and John
na prep champ who has clocked Caster, UK discus record holder
-.a 9:03 two-m.
il,
who has been doing well in the
t Arkansas State will feature shot.
.national junior college cross coCaster will compete in the
euntry champ Tom Gray.
discus with fellow Wildcat Ri: Wildcat coach Press Whelan's chard
Conley.
:forces will be led by Vic Nelson, Entered in the long jump is
time SEC champ in the three- Bill Lightsay, a junior college
mile.
transfer from Vincennes, Ind.,
, Whelan said Nelson, who is who has jumped 24'6" this fall.
preparing for the SEC champion- The SEC record is 24'10".
:ships Nov. 17 at Birmingham, is
Wildcat record holder (6'8")
imning well this fall.
Robbie Rothfus and Barry Lints,
Fourteen (14)
teams have fifth in SEC outdoors last year,
entered the regional, which is will participate in the Ugh lump
being hosted for the first time while UK record holder Ray Sa,;by Kentucky.
bbitine is entered in the hammer throw.
- The University of Kentucky
In the pole vault, sophomore
will send a large delegation to Mark Norsworthy (best vault of
:the News-Sentinel Fall Track Cl- 14'6" this fall) will participate
:assic Saturday, Oct. 25, at Knox- with teammate Rusty Ball.
'
.ville, Tenn.
Whelan expects the Wildcats
The meet will be held on the to make their best showing in
University of Tennessee's Tom the field.
In the running events, he will
enter all-frosh and all-varsity
teams in the 440 and mile relays.
Individual Wildcat performers
in the 440 will include Larry
Crockett, Gary Craft, Bill Carmen, David Raydon, and Mark
Selby; sophomores Richard Adams, and Danny Parker; and sens
ior Willard Keith.
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The Oakland Raiders appear
In excellent shape to make a
Successful defense of their
American Football League Western Division championship, but
the toughest part of their
schedule lies ahead.
The Raider -first tough test
comes Sunday when they face

Ite Chargers at San Diego, The
Charters and Kansas City
expect to give Oakland its
toughest competition for the
Western crown.
Raiders appear the
The
healthiest they've been all
season, however, and the
Chargers are hurting with Gary
Garrison, the AFL's second
leading pass receiver, sidelined
with a broken collar bone.
In other AFL games, Kansas
City (5-1) is favored by 13 over
Cincinnati (3-3), New York (42) rates by 18 over Boston (n-S1
Houston (3-3) is a 10-point pick
over Denver (3-3) and Miami
0-5-1) is six over Buffalo (2-4),
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Home Team Listed First
xDenotes Night Game

FRIDAY, OCT. 24
1-Miami(Fla)-TCU
SATURDAY. OCT. 25
Air Force-Colo. St. U.
x-Arizona-New Mexico
1-Arkansas-Wichita St.(I)
Army-Boston Col.
Bowling Green-Miami(0)
Brown-Colgate
Buffalo-V.. Tech
Citadel-Davidson
Clemson-Alabama
Colorado-Missouri
Dayton-Akron
Florida-Vanderbilt
a-Florida St.-Mies. State
Georgia-Kentucky
Harvard-Dartmouth
x-Houston-Mississippi
lowa-Mich. State
Iowa State-Kansas
Kansas St.-Oklahoma
L5U-Auburn .
Minnesota-Michinga
Nebraska-Okla. State
Navy-Virginia
No. Carolina-Wake Forest
NC. State-Duke
No. Tea. St.-Louisville
Ohio State-Illinois
Oregon-Washiton
I-Oregon Si.-Uuth (2)
Penn State-Ohio U.
Princeton-Pennsylvania
Purdue-Northwestern
Rutgers-Columbia
x-So. Carolina-Maryland
Southern Cal-Georgia Tech
So. III.-East Carolina
So. Miss.-Richmond
SMU-Texas Tech
Stanford-UCLA
, Syracuse-Holy Crass
Texas-Rice
x-Texas A0M-Baylor
1-Toledo-Kent State
i-fulane-Notre Dame
Tulsa-Cincinnati
Utah State-Memphis St.
x-UTex El Paso-Brigham Yount
Wash. State-Cahfornia(3)
Western Mich.-Marshall
W. Tex. St-N. Mex. St.
West Va.-Pittsburgh
Wm St Marv-VMI
Wisconsin-Indiana
Wyoming-San Jose
Xavier- rillanova
Yale-Cornell
(1)-Little Rock, Ark.
(2)-Portland, Ore.
(3)-Spokane. Wash.

To the San Francisco WarThe Washington Capitoictra
riors, Nate Thurmond is a
Murray State's Racers face leads the series 7 games to 4.
used to playing without Slick
sweet fellow, but Referee Jake their toughest task of the season Defensive starters for Murray
Barry, and it's not as difficult
SAN
FRANCISCO (UPI)— O'Donnell would rather take his Saturday when they play undefeat-' will be Walt Anderson and Mike
as it might appear.
George Archer isn't hurting for chances with cyclamate.
ed East Tennessee at Johnson Dungan, ends; Larry White and
The Capitols, who were the
money.
Dave Ford, tackles; Sam Tandy,
"Nate's not the kind of guy City.
Oakland Oaks a year ago, were
How could he be when lm - who gets bounced out of a tot of
,
East Tennessee has won six middle guard; Dennis Hawkins,
already has won nearly $80,000 games," teammate Al Attles straight games and leads the Jimmy Harrell, and Frank Head,
this year, but he is charged up said after O'Donnell bounced
Ohio Valley Conference with a linebackers; and Bud Qualk, Gefur the San Francisco Open Thurmond out
of Thursday 3-0 record. Murray has a 3-2 orge Greenfield, and Kevin Graand
forced to play most of last anyway
for
different night's 112-109 Warriors winover overall record and is 1-2 in the dy, backs.
season without Barry and went reasons.
New York.
Offensive starters will be BilOVC.
As play started today in the Thurmond, leading the Waron
to
win the American
The Buccaneers' OVC wins ly Hess, split end; Frank McClatitle second round of the $100,000 riors in rebounds and assists, have been over Eastern Ken- tchy, left tackle; Donnie WilliaBasketball
Association
tourney, Archer, who won this season, was pacing all
easily.
tucky, Western Kentucky, and ms, left guard; Mike Lucas, cenThis year Barry is again lasting fame earlier this year scorers with 13 points and had Tennessee Tech, all of whom ter; Al Tirpack, right guard, Lee
going to be out for quite a when he took the Masters 11 rebounds when O'Donnell were considered
title contenders Harrell, right tackle; Jack Wolf,
while, following knee surger,y championship, stood a stroke ordered him to the dressing before the season opened.
They tight end, Matt Haug, quartertoday, but the Capitols artiA't ahead of the pack.
beat Eastern 19-7, Western 16-7, back; Russ Hake, tailback; Rick
letting his loss upset their
"Naturally, I want to do well
and Tech 30-7. Their other wins Fisher, fullback, and C. B. Mcgame. The Caps rallied to here," he said Wednesday after
have been over Appalachian,East Clatchy, flanker.
defeat
the Miami Floridians Opening play with a course room for arguing a personal Carolina, and Chattanooga.
The game will be East TennThursday night, 102-92, as both' record tying eight under par 63. foul call with 5:04 left in the
The Bucs lead the OVC in essee's Homecoming and will
Warren Armstrong and Ira "I've played this course a second period.
team defense, having given up begin at 2 p.m., Eastern DayBarge helped fill the hole len hundred times and it's still one
The wounded Warriors react- only 202.2 yards a game but light Time.
of my favorites."
by Barry.
ed viciously with the outside are last in the league in offenDick Mayer, a former U.S. shooting of Jeff Mullins
Armstrong, the league's top
(27 se with 236.1 yards. Murray,
rookie a year ago, scored 31 Open champ who plays for the points) and Joe Ellis (18 points) on the
other hand, is second
points while Barge pulled down fun of it these days, and Jack and by out rebounding the in the conference
in offense with
22 rebounds. Guard Larry Montgomery, who'd like a big Knicks, 68-42,
375.2 yards a game and fifth
paycheck
for a change, did
Brown also contributed with six
New York, which didn't lead in defense with 309,8 yards.
points in the last period as the almost as well as Archer, after the first period, rallied to
also leads the league
Caps came back from a 98-91, shooting seven under 6-4s while close the gap to one point at In East
interceptions with 19, a statJerry
Heard
and Bobby Lunn 108-197 with 1:27 remaining, but
deficit to win,
istic that is most meaningful
There were no other games had 65s. Lee Elder and Mike four clutch free throws by Ellis
Andre LaCroix hasn't calmed
Hill were in pretty good thwarted the Knicks' attempt to for Murray as the Racers s-s
scheduled.
more than any team in the leag- down yet.
position, too, at five under 66. remain unbeaten after five
The 24-year-old center of the
ue.
They
may
have trouble straight victories.
Philadelphia Flyers who got his
"Their
experienced,
deep,
making the cut after today's
aggressive, and well-coakked," first three goals of the season
ST, LOUIS (UPI)— C.C. John- second round because more
Racer Coach Bill Furgerson says Wednesday night in a 4-3
than
half the field (83 to be
son Spink, editor and publisher
victory over Toronto, followed
of the Buccaneers.
of the Sporting News, will. exact) shot par or under in the
Murray beat East Tennessee his hat trick with a goal and an
first
round.
Seven
were
players
PITTSBURGH (UPI).- Ken- 30-17 last year, scoring more assist Thursday night as the
receive an award for meritorious service to sports at St. at 67, among them Dave Hill, neth Fulton, an 18-year-old points against the Bucs than any Flyers earned a 2-2 tie with the
Louis' annual Sports Celebrity the years, second leading catcher who was graduated other team they played. However, Detroit Red Wings.
night Nov. 19. Spink will be money winner, while Tommy from Pittsburgh Central Catho- the last time Murray played at
LaCroix, who assisted on a
honored for his expansion of the Jacobs, who shot a t;rasAat lic High School and played for Johnson City, the Racers were goal by Hitt Sutherland in,.to
Sporting News from basically a Harding in 1964 to set the Duquesne University, was edged out 8-'7. East Tennessee second Iteriod, put the Flyers
, baseball paper to other sports. course record, and Bob Charles signed Thursday by the Pitahead 2-1 in the same session
of New Zealand were in a tsburgh Pirates and assigned to
only to see Detroit's Gary
group at 12 tied at 68.
the Gastonia (N.C.) Western
Unger knot the score with his
CONCORD TOPS HAZEL
A total of 19 players were 'Carolina League.
New Concord defeated Hazel first goal of the season at 15:05
tied at 69, including Tommy
OAKLAND (UPI)— The Oak- Aaron,
Tuesday night 55-48 in the A- of the second stanza.
who had a 63 in last JOHNSON PURCHASED
Nick Libett had produced the
land Athletics announced Thurs- year's
team
game and 36-21 in the SLucky Open at Harding,
day that they have renewed while
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. 1UPI)— tearn game. Ricky Scarbrough 'first goal of the game for
Arnold
Palmer, not
Detroit in the first period.
their working agreement for hampered
in the least by his Ed Johnson, a 6-foot-9 center, led all scorers with 31 points
The tie was the third the
1970 with the Iowa Oaks of the ailing right
for
New
Concord.
was
purchased by the New
hip, and Billy
Triple-A American Association, Casper
New Concord (SS) — Scar- Flyers have been involved in
were in a big group at York Nets Wednesday from the
who play in Des Moines.
brough 31, Quinn 10, Garrison this season. They have won one
Los Angeles Stars.
one under 70.
6, Fannin 4, Brelsford 2, Fu- game and lost one. Detroit now
owns a 3-1-1 record.
rell 2, Nance.
Hazel (48)
Branlett 23, There were no other games
King 14, McClure 11, Owen, scheduled
in
the
National
Wilsoa

SUNDAY. OCT. 26
Green Bay-Atlanta
Minnesota-Detroit
Chirago-Loi- Angeles
Philadelphia-omw Orleans
Cleveland-St. Louis
Baltimore-San Francisco
Pittsburgh-Washington

Almo won two games from
Kirksey last week with the score
of 27 to 16 im the B-team game
and 60 to 24 in the A-team
game. Connor, Shelton and Ross
phia— Saints are about ready to
By MILTON RICHMAN
each had 16 points for Almo
bust loose.
UPI Sports Writer
to lead the scoring.
Atlanta over Green Bay— The
NEW YORK (UPI) — I
to
are beginning
Falcons
Almo plays Lynn Grove Tues- thought it'd never get here.
ball
a
when
that's
and
believe
What
I'm
the
about
talking
is
day
night
at
Lynn
Grove.
SUNDAY, OCT. 26
Almo (60) — Roes 16, Shel- word, without which I wouldn't club becomes dangerous.
Miami-Buffalo
Washington over Pittsburgh—
ton 16, Connor 16, Wells 4, Glo- feel right about offering my
Kansas City-Cincinnati
Lombardi
is shoring up that
choices.
football
weekly
ver
3,
3,
Boren
Outland 2.
Houston-Denver
Kiresey (24) — Brame 5, Sim- Each week I wait -patiently Redskins' defense.
Boston-New York
mons 4, Smith 2, Beane 8, Tuck- for the word and generally it Baltimore over San Francisco
San Diego-Oakland
arrives in good time but this — Johnny Unitas has the range
week it was a little late. I was again, or at least he did against
beginning to think it wouldn't New Orleans.
Dallas over New York—Tom
come but it finally did and now
Landry says Vikings are the
I can pass it on to you.
best team in the league right
Oakland over San Diego.
That's the word. What's that? now: What about the Cowboys?
The Colleges
Voir say you know that by
East: Penn State over Ohio
}ourself and you didn't need the
word after seeing how the U., Army over Boston College,
Raiders ran over the Buffalo Princeton over Penn, Virginia
rated
Florida (5-0) plays Bills, 50-21, last week but what over Navy, Boston U. over
Vanderbilt.
you may or may not know is Maine, Delaware over Temple,
In other big games, Notre that the Bills played more like Dartmouth over Harvard, CorThe Louisiana State-Auburn Dame plays Tulane as the Irish that new rock group, the nell over Hale, Rutgers over
football rivalry, dormant for 27 visit New Orleans for the first Abominations, in that game Columbia, Colgate over Brown
years,,. comes out of hibernation time in 19 years, and Mississip- with the Raiders and offered no and Virginia Tech over Buffalo.
Midwest: Ohio State over
Saturday on the turf of a noisy pi faces Houston in a night line whatsoever on whether
arena known as Tiger Stadium. game in the Astrodome.
Oakland is "all the way back" Illinois, Oklahoma over Kansas
Ninth-ranked LS11 and 18th- The Stanford-UCLA show- and a good bet to beat the State, Missouri over Colorado,
State over Iowa,
rated Auburn, who haven't met down
brings together
the Chargers this Sunday in San Michigan
on the football field since 1942, Pacific Coast's two top offen- Diego.
Indiana over Wisconsin, Nebraska over Oklahoma State,
renew their feud at Baton sive players. UCLA, ranked No.
Otto Knows
Northwestern,
over
Rouge, La., in one of college 5 and unbeaten in six starts,
Otto, the
Raiders' Purdue
Gus
football's television games of
veteran linebacker, does Kansas over Iowa State, Toleda
the week. The ABC Television
over Kent State and Miami (0,)
though.
Network will carry the regional
"There
was a lack of over Bowling Green.
telecast beginning at 2:30 p.m.
continuity before the Buffalo
South: LSU over Auburn,
EDT.
game that isn't a problem with Notre Dame over Tulane,
On the West Coast, Rose will rely on quarterback Dennis us anymore," he says.
Georgia over Kentucky, Miami
Bowl aspirants UCLA and Dummit, while the Indians are
There you have it. The word. over Texas Christian, Alabama
Plunkett
the
Dim
by
Stanford clash on the farm at led
(Oakland over San Diego.
over Clemson, Florida State
Stanford and the Indians, a one- league's offensive leader.
Along with:
over Mississippi State, North
quarterKern,
junior
Rex
the
point underdog, need a win to
New York over Boston— If Carolina
State over Duke,
keep their post-season hopes back who directs Ohio State's Houston's defense didn't stop Maryland over South Carolina,
crunching attack, missed prac- the Jets, does Boston's figure
alive.
Davidson over The Citadel,
In key Big Eight Conference tice during the week because of to?
Forest
Wake
over
North
to
expected
be
injury,
he's
but
games, sixth-ranked Missouri
over Denver—Oilers Carolina, West Virginia over
Houston
tangles with Colorado and 11th- ready for Illinois.
are listed 10-point choices over Pittsburgh, WIlliam & Mary
Texas, unbeaten in four the Broncos and that's about
rated
Oklahoma takes on
over VMI and Richmond over
Kansas State, while feature Big games, is a heavy favorite over right.
Southern Mississippi.
to
expects
Rice: Arkansas
Miami over Buffalo—this is
Southwest: Texas over Rice,
10 games send Michigan State make Wichita State its fifth
the perfect spot for the SMU over Texas Tech, Houston
against Iowa and Indiana to victim of the season.
Dolphins to break into the win over Mississippi, Arkansas over
Wisconsin.
Penn State seeks its 17th column.
Ohio Kansas City over Cincinnati— Wichita State, Baylor over
Top-ranked Ohio State, seek- straight
against
win
Texas /LW, Arizona over
ing its 19th straight victory, is University.
I liked the Bengals in their firs New Mexico, University of
a heavy favorite to down
meeting but the Chiefs in this Texas at El Paso over Brigham
Illinois, and second-ranked Texone.
Young, West Texas State over
as is expected to have little ERICKSON RECALLED
NFL
New Mexico State and North
trouble with Southwest ConferDetroit— Texas State over Louisville.
Minnesota over
ence rival Rice.
OAKLAND (UPI)—The Oak- Without Bill Munson and Mel
West: Southern California
Third-ranked Tennessee (5-0) land Seals Thursday recalled
Fart, the Lions are hurting.
over Georgia Tech, Oregon over
is idle this weekend; fourth- defenseman Aut Erickson from
.1 Cleveland over St. Louis— WAshingion, Stanford over
ranked Arkansas (4-0) has an Phoenix of the Western Hockey
teroy Kelly says he's feeling UCLA, California over Washingeasy test against Wichita State; League to fill in for the injured
;Hitter all the time,
ton State, Air Force over
sixth-rated Penn -State -takes on Bert Marshall. Erickson is
Angeles Over Chicago— Colorado State, Memphis State
Ohio Univerilty;. elghlh-rated expected to see action in the 1.-OS
uch closer than the. 12 points over Utah State, Wyoming over
Southern California is at home Seals' Friday night game wit
e bookies are quoting.
Sari Jose State and Oregon
against Georgia Tech and 10th- the Boston Bruins.
New Orleans over Philadel- State over Utah.

Louisiana State—Auburn
Clash Will Be Televised

The timeless simplicity of the original
Big Ben alarm clock, as introduced in
1910. Now recreated by Westclox in
the same solid-brass, nickel-plate
quality that made it the nation's favorite in the halcyon pre-World War 1
A handcrafted masterpiece for

John McCage - Steve Bell
Wells Purdom, Jr. - Cook Sanders

1969 CADILLAC Demonstrator 4-Door Hardtop Sedan
DeVille. Full power and factory air, leather trim,
5,000 actual miles. Discounted $1450.
1968 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille Hardtop. Full power and
factory air, leather trim, one owner, local car, 2500
actual miles. "Clean as new".
1968 CADILLAC Coupe De Ville. Full power and factory
air, one owner Southern car. "Slick as a hound's
tooth".
1969 PONTIAC 4-Door Sedan. Double power and factory
air. "Brand new".
1969 PONTIAC GTO 2-Door Hardtop. Automatic transmission, power steering, hood mounted tach. "Faster'n
sound".
1967 CHEVROLET Impala 4-Door Hardtop. Double power and factory air. Local car with low mileage.
"Black as a crow and shafras a brier".
1967 FORD Mustang Convertible. V-8, 3-in-floor, one
owner local car, low mileage. "Red as a fox".
1967 FORD Ranger Pickup Truck. V-8, automatic, custom cab, one owner local truck. "Slick as a mole".
1966 CADILLAC Fleetwood Brougham Sedan. Full pow
er, factory air, low mileage. "Clean as new".
1966 PONTIAC GTO Convertible. Power steering, power
brakes. 4-speed transmission. "It's a little honey":
1966 OLDSMOBILE Delta 811 4-Door Sedan. Double power and factory air, one owner local car. Turquoise
in color. "Clean as a pin".
1966 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88 4-Door Sedan. Double power
and factory air, one owner local car. Green in color
"Slick as a hound's tooth".
1965 FORD Galaxie 500 4-Door Sedan. Double power and
air, one owner Ky. car. "Sharp".
1965 OLDSMOBILE Dynamic 88 4-Door Hardtop. Double
power and factory air. one owner Tenn. car. "Nice"
1962 OLDSMOBILE 4-Door Hardtop. Power and air
"Nice". "Skid row special".

Authorized Dealers for
Cadillac - Oldsmobile- Pontiac
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Sugar Sculpting an Art
By Central Press
ART HAS TAKEN over taffy
pulling and turned it into sugar
sculpture. With the proper dexterity and imagination, sculptors or anyone with a flair for
manual skill can mold pliant
taffy into everything from simple baskets to colorfully plumed
birds.
Roland Mesnier, pastry chef
at the Princess Hotel in Bermuda, offers a case in point.
Mesnier learned his craft in
various Paris hotels. "Good
sculpting takes time and a little
patience,". he said, "but even
beginnets can make something
simple like a basket. Here, I'll
show you what. I mean."
Meimier greased his marble
top table and poured an amber
pool of caramel (sugar and water cooked for half an hour).
He let it cool for a minute, then
folded it over and began pulling.
The caramel soon took on a
satin texture.
"When it looks golden like
this, you can roll a strip," he
said. Using his hands like a
Missnior fashions basket.
roller pin, he formed a long
strip and cut it into several he had a golden weave basket.
small pieces. Then he took a
Sculptors who feel really adlonger piece, shaped it in a venturous can blow an apple
circle and poured in more cara- for the top. Mesnier took anmel to form a base. The small other warm mass of taffy, instrips were placed upright in serted a small metal pipe and
the caramel for the basket gradually blew a golden apple,
carefully shaping it with his
frame.
"The hardest part can be hands at the same time.
weaving," Mesnier said. He
What comes after the basformed a pear-shaped mass and ket? "A rooster if you like,"
started pulling a long strand he said, pointing to a brilliantwhich he weaved in and out of ly-shaped example, "but that
the support strips. In 15 minutes takes 14 hours."

—
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

DwA -14131
1 _
Don't let kids

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

I

asttledt•
Arra Dunn Circle
Has Regular Meet
At The Church

Mrs. Ray Broach Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Westside Club

Keith Lovett Is
Honored At Party
On 5th Birtbday
Master Keith Lovett was hnn
ured with a party in celebrat
Ion of his fifth birthday on Sat
urclay, October 4, given by his
mother, Mrs. Rudy Lovett, at
their home on Penny Road.
Games were played and
prizes were awarded to the
winners, Mies Wendy Lovett
and Miss Mitzi McCallon.

Cup cakes, ice cream, anti
punch
were served to eac
Friday,
October
24
The Arra Dunn Circle of the
home of guest. The birthday cakes were
The University Women's So. The beautiful new
Women's Society of Christian
Mrs. Ray Broach was the scene decorated with cowboys and InService of the Hazel United Me- ciety will sponsor a barbecue of the October meeting of the
dians. Each guest was given a
thodist Church met at the dinner and informal program of Westside Homemakers Club.
balloon as they left.
entertainm
ent
members
for
and
church for the monthly meetDEAR ABBY: My daughter [I'll call her "Sue"] chose to
Mrs. W. A. Erwin, president,
The honoree opened hi!,
guests at the College Farm pis
ing
on
Tuesday,
October
14,
at
marry a man for whom nobody in our family has any use. He
villion at six p. M. Make reser- presided. The devotion given by many nice gifts.
two o'clock in the afternoon
Mrs. Alvin Usrey was taken
was in the service, went AWOL, and finally got a
Thom present were Misses
Mrs. Lois Smotherman, circle vations by Tuesday with Mrs. from Ezl. 8:8-16 and the group
Lovett, Connie Lovett,
Wendy
DISHONORABLE DISCHARGE.
Frank
Fazi
or
Mrs.
Eldon
Heath
chairman, presided over the
repeated "The Lord's Prayer" Kutzi McCallon, Pam Pierce
This didn't set very well with my family because our
cotL
business session.
in unison. Mrs. Pat Bogard, Diane Jones, Patricia Parrish,
•••
oldest daughter's husband was killed in Korea. We have a
Mrs. Koska Jones, delegate,
Lynn Johnson, Teresa Paschall
The Fall Festival will be held secretary, read the minutes.
20-year-old son who is now in Viet Nam, and a 27-year-old
gave an interesting report of
New officers for 1970 elect and Kathy Lovett; Masters Ross
at
the
Hazel
Elementar
y
School
the
meeting of the Paducah and
who is home after serving two years in Viet Nam where he
ed were Mrs. Harry L. Garland, James, Mark McCallon, Greg
Paris District held at the at six p. in. Admission will be
lost a leg.
president; Mrs. Alvin Usrey. Lovett, Jeff Pierce, Greg Jones,
15
and
25 cents.
Broadway
United
Methodist
Sue made it plain that she would never set foot in our
vice-president; Mrs. Pat Bo- Ricky Watson, Terry Paschall,
•••
Church,
Paducah.
It
was
a
"spin
home again unless her husband is made welcome, too. Well,
gard, secretary; Mrs. Jewell and the honoree, Keith Lovett.
off" workshop on "World UnMcCallon, treasurer.
since we love our daughter more than we hate her husband,
Mothers present were t h e
derstanding Issue Of Poverty
Saturday, October 25
Standing committee chairman honoree's grandmother, Mrs
we agreed to accept him.
and World Development — Our
The Alpha Department of the are Mrs. Jerry Falwell, recre,
Our oldest daughter says if this terrible son-in-law walks
Paul Pierce, Mrs. John Jones
Challenge and Responsibilities" Murray Woman's Club will have
ton; Mrs. Waburn Wyatt, cul- Mrs. Lubie Parrish, Mrs. Buster
In while SHE is there, she will walk out. I know there is no
It was announced that the Its noon luncheon at the club
tural arts; Mrs. Ray Broach, is- McCallon, Mrs. Pat James, Mrs
easy solution, Abby, but what should we do to hurt the least
Day Apart services for the Par- house. Hostesses will be Musues
and concerns; Mrs. Jewell Doyle Pierce, Mrs. Don Pasnumber of people?
is District will be held at the dames Harlan Hodges, G. C.
UP A CREEK
McCallon, textiles and clothing; chall, Mrs. Damon Lovett, Mrs.
Good Shepherd United Method• Ashcratt, Donald Jones, Charles
Mrs. Gerald Stone, food, nutri- Hugh Johnson, and the hostess,
DEAR UP: No one [not even your children) should
ist Church an Thursday, Octo- Hinds, Max Hurt, and
Min tion and health; Leland Law Mrs. Rudy Lovett.
dictate whom you shall welcome into your home. If you have
ber 30.
Mary Williams.
rence, housing and furniture;
•••
chosen to accept a son-in-law for whom you have no use
•••
The Hazel WSCS will observe
Mrs. Charles Coleman, home
rather than to "lose" your daughter, that is your right. It
the call to prayer and self deA Hans shoot will be sponsor. management; Mrs.
Uncle Sam has awarded
Buddy Andnial with a special program on ed by the Kirksey PTA at the
year eldest daughter wishes to walk out, that's HER right.
erson, and Mrs. W. A. Erwin, planning grants to 55 regional
Tuesday, October 28, at ten Calloway County Fairgrounds
handicrafts; Mrs. Glen B. Gibbs, medical programs nationwide.
a.m. at the church. A covered starting at nine a. in. Coffee,
DEAR ABBY: My husband spends his ENTIRE vacation
landscape; Mrs. Buddy Ander- Under the grants, there will be
dish supper will be served.
hot dogs, cold drinks, and shells son, publicity;
every summer visiting with his parents in Europe, and he
Mrs. Jerry Fal- surveys of needs and resources,
Mrs. John McCullough gave will be sold.
well
and
says he will continue to do so as long as they are alive.
Mrs.
Alvin
Usrey, 4-H feasibility studies, and financing
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Farris
•••
the devotion on "God's Plan"
for organization and staffing.
Club.
For financial reasons he cannot take me and the
spent last week in Blytheville,
with her scripture reading
A
very
informativ
e
lesson
children.
Ark., visiting their relatives,
from the sixth chapter of RornSunday, October 26
was given by Mrs. Alvin Usrey
Wildie Stiles, and Mrs. Ludie
I think it is commendable that my husband is so
ans followed by prayer.
Giving a party? Wrap it up
The Lebonaires, a teen age and Mrs. Jerry Falwell on
The Women of St. John's Pierce.
considerate of his parents, but at the same time I think his
The program taken from the gospel singing group from
St. "Making Kitchen Storage De- with colorful decorations
Episcopal Church met on Mon• ••
magazine, "Response" was giv- LoutS, Mo., will present a
wife and children should be considered. Am I selfish in
created with gift wrapping paper
pro- vices".
day, October 13, at seven-thirMr. and Mrs. William C. Ter
en by Mrs. Claude Andersoa. gram at the Dexter-Hardin
feeling somewhat resentful?
and
ribbon. Tissue poppies
TORONTO
UnitNine
members
ty o'clock in the evening in the ry of Nashville, Tenn., visited
were present
The subject was "Nome: Out- ed Methodist Church at
1:30 with Mrs. Leland Lawrence be- become a centerpiece. Make
home of Mrs. Louis Zimmer- last week with their sister-inDEAR TORONTO: NO: The selBeh ase Is year husband.,_
of Helaine. The closing p.m. The public is invited.
man, South Sixteenth Street. law, Mrs. Lela Shackelford.
coming a member. Two guests ribbon roses and fashion them
prayer was by Mrs. Koska
• ••
Mrs. Kenneth Wetmore open- Cardinal Lane. The three spoil
were Mrs: Hilda Whitnell and Into a corsage for the hostess.
JoneL
The old Calloway County' Mrs. Jim Baker.
DEAR ABBY: I never could get Gerald to trim the
ed the meeting with prayer. the weekend visiting relative.
Mrs.
Ralph
Edwards,
hostess, Court House, Chestnut Street, The November
* * *
hedges or mow the lawn. And he always used the excuse that
Mrs. Michael Gardone, presi- in Henderson.
meeting will
served refreshments in the soc- will be open from two to
be had hay fever and asthma and couldn't do yard Work.
five be held in the home of Mrs.
• ••
dent of the Women's Group,
ial hall of the church. Mrs. p.m.
presided over the business
Now he goes for shots and practically lives outside,
Alvin Usrey on Thursday, NovCheck bedroom doors to see
Pogue was a guest of Mrs. Lois
•••
session.
ember
Let your child feed himself,
13,
planting everything he can get his hands on. The reason? A
at
12:30
that they Bt properly. Your life
p.m.
Smotherman.
The ladies of the Elm Grove
* ••
Rev. Robert Burchell, vicar of even though you hate to clean
may depend on that door, in the
pretty young neighbor girl. She's in her yard a lot. I think
Baptist
Church
will
meet at
St. John's, gave a report on the up the mess. This is important to
event of a fire. Instruct family to
you get the idea.
the
church
at
one p.m. to pre2onvention held recently in help him develop a wholesome
close these doors when retiring.
Gerald is 57 and this neighbor is 30—our daughter's age!
pare the tables for the WMU Book for
South Bend, Lnd.
attitude toward eating, not a
Colonna
I'm sure she couldn't care less about Gerald, but it gripes me
quarterly meeting.
Refreshments of apple cake, fineness of manners. Child
•••
to see him make such a fool of himself. I keep thinking what
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Musieorange chiffon cupcakes, coffee, development experts who say so
if HER husband comes home and sees my old goat looking at
The Blood River Baptist As- ian-coniedian Jerry Colonna
and tea were served by the hos- add that the child will learn
has
sociation Woman's Missionary written a book on his
her like she's a chocolate marshmallow sundae! He's apt to
tess, Mrs. Zimmerman, to Mes- manners
escapades
from you.
Members of the Music De- Union will hold its quarterly with—Bob Hoilie titled, 'Who
part Gerald's hair with a shovel!
dames
Gardone,
Wetmore,
** *
partment of the Murray Wo- meeting at the Elm Grovel hp
Charlie Moore, David Bronbeck,
glsraski I let him know I'm jealous? Or should I give
That Goconatri' 5apt,
man's Club heard David Elliott Church at seven p.m.
Phil Weydener, Robert Mabry,
HER some motherly advice and tell her to put Grandpa in
Cs.
in a stimulating illustrated disNorman Klapp, Leonard WhitA study made by Motivation
his place?
JEALOUS
cussion of "The Marriage of
mer, Bennie George, and G. C. Dynamics Inc. for the American
I Cni CORRECI
Music and Electronics" at their
DEAR JEALOUS: Let Gerald know you're jealous. [He
The week of prayer program
Fain, with the latter being a Dairy Association shows that
meeting on Tuesday evening. for the South Pleasant Grove
might enjoy it.) But don't say anything to the girl next door.
visitor.
most women don't consider
Mr. Elliott, who holds degrees Methodist Church WSCS will be
Mrs. Wetmore will be hostess themselves successful wives and
Why spoil the old boy's fun?
from the University of Michigan held at the church at seven
for the November 17th meet mothers until they can prepare a
and Catholic University in p.m.
Y OR
ing to be held at St. John' wide variety of dishes. Of 1,000
DEAR ABBY: I have been reading the letters in your
• ••
Washington, D.C., now teaches
Church, Main and Broach women interviewed,
the
column pro and con about sex education in the public schools,
French horn and theory in the
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
Streets.
majority felt that their major
and I think you have given the best advice to concerned
.se
Department of Music at Mur- will meet at the Community
role was to promote family
parents so far: "GO TO SCHOOL AND ASK TO SEE THE
The warm greeting of
ray State University.
Center at 7:30 p.m.
health through nutritious meals.
Debut
•••
Opening his program with a
COURSES GIVEN." Too many people are willing to believe
your Welcome Wagon
At the same time, they
recorded comparison of a Bach
everything they hear and read.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Frank
The Great Books Discussion
hostess with "The Most
expressed a desire to please
Fugue performed on a harpsi- Group will meet at the Murray.
Farmer,nephew of former movie
NO LONGER CONCERNED IN L. A.
Famous Basket in the
individual family members.
chord, then by the Swingle Calloway County Library at
star Frances Farmer, will make
World" will introduce
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal singers and finally on the seven p.m.
his movie debut in a supporting
you
to our community
•
•
synthesizer
•
Moog
Mr.
Elliott
,
reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. MOM,
role in Columbia's "The Night
The B vitamins convert food
and continued with examples o f
and start you on the
The Creative Arts Depart.
socket a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
the Sun Came Out."
Into energy.
music written for and played on ment of the Murray Woman's
way toward new and
sn electronic piano. He then Club will meet at the club
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teea-Agers Want
lasting friendships.
to
used examples of pieces using house at 7:30 p.m. Hostesses
Knew." send $1 to Abby, Box 811700, Los Angeles, Cal.
NOM.
If you are new in town,
extra-musical materials, such as will be Mrs. H. J. Bryan, Mrs.
SERVICES
call
poken words, which were elect Ed Chrisman, and Mrs. K.
T.
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St
gradual:).
ionically manipulated until un- Crawford.
Murray, Kentucky
—After the waste is ground, recognizable. His survey of the
• ••
Sunday
at 11:00 a.m. and
let the unit run with plenty of influence electronics has had
Monday, October V
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m.
cold water for at least two on music was concluded with
The
Kirksey
Eelementary
pieces made from pure electro School PTA will have its "Back
minutes.
— ALL WELCOME
—Bulky food wastes, such as nic sounds.
to School" night at the school at
Mrs. Vernon Shown, depart- 7:30 p. in. The first and eighth
he Bible Speaks to You
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. citrus fruit skins, watermelon
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
Phone 753-2378
(UPI) — Joseph A. McCurdy, rinds and corncobs should be cut ment chairman, presided over grade mothers will be hostessSunday at 8:15 a.m.
extension agricultural engineer or broken into small pieces the business session, and Mrs. es.
at the Pennsylvania State before going into the disposer. Josiah Darnall conducted chor—Be especially careful that us rehearsal following the
University, says misuse is the
greatest cause of premature bottle caps, paper, string, glass, meeting.
Hostesses for the evenine
chemicals and solvents do not
failures of a food disposer.
were: Mrs. Jame :(Idy Alibrit
McCurdy gives these hints for fall into the disposer.
—Grind all food in ro:d water ten, Mrs Wm. Nall, Mrs. Char.
safe disposer operation:
!e Simons, Mrs. David Gowans,
— Refer to your unit's service only.
Mrs. Joe Dick, Mrs. Morgan
manual to find out what it can
Sisk, and Mrs. Harold Gish.
and can not handle.
•••
•••
—Mix fibrous materials, such
Keep melted wax from
as cornhusks and peapods, with candles off the frosting of the
other kinds of food wastes and cake, Use marshmallows as
Drug addiction is grounds for
divorce in 12 of the United States.
feed them into the disposer candleholders.

Zimmerman Home
Scene Of Meeting
Episcopal Women

run your home!
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By Abigail Van Buren
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• CAMPUS CASUAL SHOP •
•
•

4

•

is a family affair

WALLIS

(

• Campus Casual Homecoming Sale? •
•
•
•
•
•
•
a"

•
••

A

HEADQUARTERS

Main Street

Phone 753-2621

COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Time Cleaning
nese 714-31152

*

Executive Shirt Service *

1/4 °"

Washable Orlon Suits
• * Machine Washable Dacron Suits
•
Damoni L'Aiglon Fall and Winter Dresses
•
• * Tami and Miami
Dri inals;
•
Slacks, Skirts, Sweats and Weskets
•
• .r Junior Winter Coats ai1id Weatherly All
-Weather Coats
•
•

Murray Loan Co.
MONEY
506 W

100 North 15th Street

••

DRUG

Phone 753-127.
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
I We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

MARTIS
MET
Jelin
Worah p
Ckurch Se/

Is El PUNCH OPERATOR—Cheryl Maloney, 22, operates an electronics accounting
machine with her fret at Tobyhanna Army Depot, Tohyhanna, l's. Armless since
hirth,
she trained herself to operate the machine. She'as named Pennsylvaisia's Handicapp
ed
Wofker of the Year in 1968.
•9,,

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Henn!,
Free

•
•
•
•
•
CAMPUS CASUAL SHOP
• ,
•
e,
Located Across from the Administration
•
Building
0
1
11•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Mu
Sale Evt

Robe
Wm.
ammmimm

7,TOBER 24. !9c,,
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Lovett was hem
arty in celebrat

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Leon Penick. pester
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
Draining Union
II:50 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:10 p.m
7:10 p.m.
Wednesday Service
Rudy Barnett, 8.5. Sept.. Paul Warns
Garrison, rralninit Union Direeter.

birthday on Sat
4, given by his
Rudy Lovett, at
Penny Road.
e
played
and
'warded to the
Wendy Lovett
McCallon.

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
Roy. Mettle Mattingly, pester
Sunday Masses: I a.m.,11 am. and
4:50 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday:
m and 6:00 p.m.

U IDE 41011 TrO 141C CHURCI14_

ice cream, an
served to sac
.hday cakes were
cowboys and In.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Robert H. Bates, Pastor
NORTIIMIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Randolph Allen. pester
Preaching
11:00 ctn. Jerry Graham Sunday School runt.
Schou)
Sun
10:00 am
Worship Service
11:00 am.
Evening
Seryloe
7:00 p.m
Iii1.410D RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Prayer Meeting Wed.
7.00 p.m.
Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.
Sunday Evening Singing
6:30 P.m
Rev. Asbert Rees, Pastor
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
11:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
CHURCH
Max Anderson, Seaday Sebeel duel
Route 3 - Pottertown

COME TO INORIIP
AND REJOICE...

lest was given
oy left.
opened
oe
his
I.
et were Misses
Connie Lovett
n, Pain Pierce
Patricia Parrish

UR ten RAPTIiiT CHURCH
South Ninth Street
Bre. L. D. Memo. pester
Sunday School
1:46 •-td
Morning Worship
10:41 a.m.
Sunday
Training Union
6:15
Worship Service
7:00
,

Teresa Paschal:
s.tt; Masters Ross
MeCallon, Greg
orce, Greg Jones,

MURRAY CHURCH OF
THE NAZARENE
South 18th and Plainview
amuses J. Lester, Mlalsier
Sunday School
10:06 am.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evangelistic Service
. 7:00 p.m
Mid -Week Prayer Service
Wednesday
7:00 p:m.
7:00 p.m.

Prayer Meeting

Terry Paschall,
oe, Keith Lovett.
sent were the
ndmother,
Mrs.
Li. John Jones,

TEMPLE HILL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. M. Thema., Paster
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays at 11 a.m.
Preaching.
Ind and 4th Sundays at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School at alternate times
each Sunday.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMUSJIALAND rithellYTER01111JE4..II
Rev. Ed elle•er, pastor
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Young People
6:00 p.m.
Sven WE Worship
7:00 p.m.

rish, Mrs. Buster
Pat James, Mrs.
Mrs. Don PasIon Lovett, Mrs.
and the hostess,
ett.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
George R. Bandarra
Watchtower Study ... 10:30 a.m
Bible Lecture Sunday . 9:30 a m.
Bible Study Tuesday ... 7:30 p.m.
Ministry School Friday . 7:30 p.m.
Service Meeting Friday . 8:30 p.m.

••

has
awarded
to 55 regional
ims nationwide.
its, there will be
is and resources,
es, and financing
and staffing.

RUSSELLS CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. M. Theseas. Pastor
Preaching:
Pint and Third Sundays 9:30
a.m.
Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sundays at 11
a.m.
Sunday School at alternate times
Each Sunday

0001) SHEPHERD UNITED
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
METHODIST CHURCH
CHURCH
(Formerly New Hope and Sulphur
15th & Sycamore
Springs Churches)
Trails Smith, pastor
Johnson Easley, Paster
Sabbath School
1:00 Pm Church
School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
2:00 Pm- Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Methodist Youth Fellowship
Meeting
6:00 p.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
CHURCH OF iFilit'e CPR'ST
1620 W. Main Street
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Rev. Robert Barcheell. Vicar
(Morose)
Services Each Sunday at
Services held at 16th and Sycamore
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
8:00 and 10:30 am.
Sacrament Meeting .
7:00 p.m.
Phone 753-8149

irty'? Wrap it up
ul
decoration,,

rt wrapping paper
Tissue

poppies
nterpiece. Make
nd fashion them
3r the hostess.

instruct family ty
ors when retiring.

...she cried. But it was too late. A duty had been
shirked.
a responsibility.neglected ...a damage done. Grief
is
evident. She overlooked an opportunity
and a life was lost. Life? What is it?
St. James said, "Life is a
vapor that appears only for a

meaning

NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Billy Oallissere pester
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Youth
Fellowship
7:00 p.m.

life

to many little deeds

a few great decisions. Then don't.
procrastinate. Don't have to repent
in

anguish for neglecting

God, His church or a friend. Be a
faithful

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PREsBYTERIAN CHUB( It
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night Service
7:00 piss
Worship Service at 11:00 each first
and third Surdvv

LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirkse). Kentucky
Robert Robinson. minister
Sunday School
..... 10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
-danday Night Service .

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street
William M. Porter, pastor
Sunday School
9:80 a.m.
Worship Hour
10:30 a.m.
Evening Service
7:00 pm.
Chi Rho Fellowship
6:30 p.m.
CV? Fellowship
5:00 p.m.
Men's Fellowship .. third Wednesday
("WI? Gen. Meet.
third Tuesday

NEW PROVIDENve
Crreneer OF CHRIST
Johnny Dale, minister

church -goer. a dependable

10:00 a.m
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 fine

FIRST DAPTIsT HURcE
H. C. Chiles. pastor
Sunday School .......
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 am.
Training Union
6:00 p.m.
C.ven. Worship
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meettne. Wednesday 7:50 P.m.

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
Jehasen, pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Billy Roberts, Supt.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Donnie Chapman. Director
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m'
Wednesday Service
7:00 pm

that is determined by

CHESTNUT STREET
TABERNACLE
(Penteeestel Church Of God
First and Third Sundays:
Of America)
Sunday School . ... 10404 arn.%
Cherry & Chestnut
Morning- Service /v.. Ile091* Rev. Jobe W. De Water, Paster
Second and Foerth Sunday*?
Sunday §ohool
10:00 A.M.
Sunday School .... 1U:UU am. Morning Worship
11:00 A.M.
Methodist Youth
Evening Worship
7:30 P.M.
Fellowship
1:16 p.m. Wed. Prayer Meeting .. 7:30 P.M.
Worship Service
7:00 Pm- Friday P.Y P A
7:30 P.M.

tom doors to see
•operly. Your life
that door, in tho

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHUB( II
Hata Street at 10th
Norman Culpepper, pouter
763-4411
Dial-A-Devotion
Sunday School
9:40 a.m
Morning Worship
10:60 a.m
Training Union:
5:30 p.m
(Sept.-March)
8:30 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
Evening Worship:
6:30
(Sept.-March)
7:30 p.m
(April-Aug.)
Prayer Meeting:
7:80 pm.
Each Wednesday

little while." Every worthwhile
life spends its self serving

GOSEEN METHODIST
CE11111C111

Cr

"LORD,HELP ME"
others. Every good
has a vital glow ... it lends

Fund:, y Scc ‘.. ,i
llorntng Worship
?Yarning Union
evening IA orship
Wed Prayer Meeting

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
Bro. James West, minister
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 .00 a.m.
Evening 'Worship
6 - 00 p.m.

community citizen, and a
LYNN GROVE
WEST MURRAY CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Deese, F. Whesaley,
South 13th Street
poster
rim and Third
Sundays•
Lade Meares, preacher
Worship Service
.. 9:45 am.
Sunday School ....
Servions•
10:46 arm
Second and Fourth
Sunday Ebbe NEW — 101I0
Sunday.
Sunday.. School ....
sands, womb.,
10:00
10:60 MIL
Worship Service .... 11:00 a.m.
a.m. Sunday
8:00 LH.
COLIC'S CAMP GROUND
Wednesday RIM. Study — 7:00 p.m.
METHODIST CHURCH
Tor Infortnetioe
or transportation
one 7113-3000 or 73.1-1'700
That Sunday:
Sunday School .... 10:00 am.
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Sersamd Sunday:
Fifth and Maple Streets
Sunday School .... 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service .... 11:00 a.m. Dr. Samuel R. Dedsma. Jr.. Paster
Third Sunday:
Church School
9:45a.m.
Sunday :e.eceil
Morning Worship
10 uu
Fourth Sunday:
8:46 & 10:60 a.m.
Worship See.I
4
Jr. & Sr. Fellowship .... 6:30 p.m
Sunday School .
10:46 a.m.Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
MYF Sunday
7 :00 p.m_
(2nd and 4th Sundays)
7th 5 Poplar
CHURCH OF CHRIST
EIRESET BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. David Brasher, pastor
Sunday
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Bible School
...
9:46 &AD.
Morning
Worship
Worship Hour
11:00 am
10:40
Training
Union
Evening Worship
8:30 p.m
. 11•00 P.m•
evening Worship
Wednesday
7:30 p.m
Midweek Bible Study 7.30 p.m. Wednesday Night
II:30 p.m

of
)me Wagon
)"The Most
sket in the
11 introduce
community
tou on the
new and
tdships.
?,w in town,
greeting

booster of all good things.
Then, whatsoever you ask in
His name shall be given.

Sunday:

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH

You in

Sunday School
- Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship
Prayer Service

(c1

ie 753-2378

•11111110

10•00411

MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
METHODI1LT CHURCH
Johnson Easley, Psalter
Worship Service
9.30 a.m.
Church School
10 .40 am

P

lale I

I

for good Every man
-,v•n and chtki needs
nfle•nr• of the
7:1i SO,(oe• IC
go flic, th• house
of the ltod to vs
tupp0,1 h•r program
of servfor to Autos,
sty, be • Iwthfol wort,
et,• dInly bible 'owl.. and attend se,,eas
r•gularty

209 So. 7th

•

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:30 am.

.'NIVERSITT cm:men or CHRIST
106 North 15th Street
Hollis Miller, minister
Bible Study
930 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Mid-Week
7:00 p.m.
Thursday (College Student
Devotional)
6:11 p.m

"For An Your Fertilizer Needs"
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-1933

Phone 753-1'761

cOLDWATF:111 UNITED
MEI
sr coil Kt H
Jim Hakerg Prelim
First Sunda y
Church School
10:00
Worship Sere.is•
11:00
Second and Fourth Sunday
Church School
10:00
Third Sunday
Worship Service
10•00
Church School
10.41

SINKING SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Tra;ning Union
Evening Worship
Wednesday Night

Sunday Scnool
V% orship
Training 1:...on ..
Evening V.,.dshill
Wednesea) Set .ce

MURRAY CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
,VIII1W Dail - TrA & Maple
Bible Schocil
9:3n am.
Worship Service
10:45 am
Evening Service.
7'00 rm.

10:00
11:00
6:30
7:30
7:00

am
am.
p.m.
1).m

9.45
1100
...... 6:30
7 30
7:30

111.JIL

am.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

PENTACOSTAL
CHURCH
New Concord on Hwy. 444
Effie 0. Campbell. peat«.
1VINITY.1)

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
Sun.lay School .........10:00 am.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
1000 a.m. Tratnina. Umon
Evening
Worship
11'00 a.ret
Wed. Services
37::0300

Sunday School
Worship Service

Vibe Study
Sunday School
Morning Wore/11P

Storey's Food Giant

Carroll Tire Service

Bel Air Shopping Center

Your Unl-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 P.:4We - i Blk. E. of S. 12th - Phone 753-1480

WEST FORE BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Heyward Roberte,pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Training Union
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
8:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

WAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
300 East Mulberry Street
'Sunday School
9:45
Worship Service
11:00
Evening Worship
1:00
Wedneeday
Teacher Training ..
6:80
Prayer Service
7:30
A.C.E. League ......
8:00

p.m.
1.0:06 SAL
-1.1:00

Colonial House Smorgasbord
Hwy

641

N

®00(:)0

learil
ANZAKAM
MOTORS

Sales

Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6448

Shirleh
Florist
y Fl
i
.0 ..on'
.Jo
Corvette Lanes, I.
Inc
n
s
Johnso
n's Grocey.
s
Bowling At Its Best — Fine Food
1415 Main street

Phone 753-22a./

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
502 N 44..h St.
753-3251

Fine Food For Fine Folks
512 S. 12th St.

, Trenhohn's Drive-In
Henny Penny Chicken - Pigza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 82.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phone 753-2997

Boone's Incorporated

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
New & Used
SALES .•F RVICE AND PARK RENTAL.
MILE EAST OF MURRAY

Th. Cleaner That's Interested In You

HWY 04.

..10.oN D. GROC.AN
753-29E15

Coats •

•
•
0
ig
0
••••11

753 2700

/

c3
,Cain & Treas

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Pnone 753-5012

GIL G eiopsoN
Home PH 436 5500

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
Used Cars — minor Repairs
Day 753-5862
Night 753-3548

Indoor Comfort Center
Division
on of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.
•

•

•

Heating

Sheet Metal

8th at Chestnut

Air Conditioning

753 5041

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Jabbers a Shall 011 Prwilaeta
New Concord
Phone 753-1323

Phone 753-4832

A Friend

Susie's Cafe
National Hotel staining

'

Murray Livestock Company
Sake Every Tuesday at I p.m.

Phone 753-5334

Herman K. Ellis
Robert Young
E. Dodson , J.W. You -1g

Palace Driye-In

A Friend
S.

Five Point

Phone 753-7992

Murray Warehouse Corp.
Soybean Division
Holmes Ellis, mgr.

E. W. Outland, supt.

Lynhurst Resort
CoL and Mrs. Thomas E. Bravo Owners

WM.

Mune 75:3 820
2

p.m.
p.m.
lismr
p.m.

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF 000 CHURCH
Doyle, H. Webb, pastor
South 18th and Glendale Road'
Sunday School
10:00 am.
orehip Service
11:00 am.
Sunday night
7:30 p.m.
Mia Week Service
7:30 p.m.

CHERRY CORNER BAPTIalf
CHURCH

A

•

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Harriett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
Bro. Thomas Fertasr. pester
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Training Union
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Service

HAZLL Bat TI13.1. CHURCH
B. R. Wincliespr. pastor

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Complete Auto and Truck Service

a.m
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Chwch le You
_ fo,,• rotvelofnefon

ELM °ROVE ISAP1ieT CHURCH
t, el. A. Farmer, pastor
SuLd..,) SchOol
10:00 a.m.
Tiwinuig Union
6:00 p.m
Worship
11:00 a.m. and 7:0U p.m.
Wednesday .
7:00 p.m.

Sholar's Auto Repair

10:00
11:00
7:30
7:50
7:00

The

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH
o CUBIST
Dean Cratehfield, minister
ChurchSchool
10:00 aim Sunday Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service:
Storming Worship
10:46 a.m.
11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Vfled. Bible Stud)
Youth Fellowship:
,
7:30 p.m.
... let Bun. & 3rd Wed. evening
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Evening Services 30 minutes later
during Summer months.
APOSTOLIC CHRISTIAN
TEMPLE
309 So. 6th Street
NEW CONCORD
Rev. Robert Derentleh
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 a.n.
10.00 are. Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 pm.
Bible Claws
Worship & Preaching . 10 7sn em Wed. Evening Worship .... 7 p.m.
Evening Worship
:00 p.m.
Wednesday
BM* Classes
7:00 pm.

a Adams

UNION GROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Stacy Myers, minister
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
10:60 am.
Worship Service
8:30 p.m.
Evening Service
Mid-Week Bible Study:
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

•

EIRKSET UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

e,k6oit

0 SR GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev.
Bend, pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worsnip
11:00 am.
pr,•••.ploe Worship
'700 p.m

Sunday School
... 10 arm
Morning Worship
'11 ern
Evening Classes
6 p.m.
Evening Worship .... 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday:
Bible Class
....
6 P.m.
Singing
7 p.m.

Phone 438-3348 or 438-5378
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, Calloway Circuit
Court, Liberty Savings Bank,
Plaintiff,
VERSUS
NOTICE OF SALE
The Surewill Manufacturing
Company, Inc., and Pm-Vita
Corporation, and West Terme&
see Soya Mills, Defendant
COMBINED JUDGMENTS
LIBERTY SAVINGS BANK
the sum of $1,545.97 with interest from 3 March, 1964 at
the rate of 6% (interest—
$525.58, for a total of $2,071.55)
PRO-VITA COMPANY the sum
of $1,646.95 with interest from
4 April, 1963 at the rate of
(interest—$650.60, for a total of $2,297.55)
WEST
TENNESSEE
SOYA
MILLS the sum of $624.00 with
interest from 4 September, 1964
at the rate of 6% (interest —
$193.44, for a total of $817.44)
FOR A TOTAL JUDGMENT OF
$5,186.54

long-term, low-level txposure to pesticides on human and other forms of
life."
The society also urged
study of the possibility that
some chemical pesticides
may be suspect as causes of
cancer.

Pesticides
Blamed For
Headaches
WASHINGTON (UPD Maybe you shouldn't blame
those
vicious "tension"
headaches on the spouse
who doesn't understand
you, the new boss who never heard of you. or the
rising tide of noise that
threatens to drive you crazy.
The) conceivably may be
caused not by tensions but
by the pesticides you take
aboard whenever yoik eat
fruits or vegetables.
This suggestion was offered recently by Kenneth
13 Dubois, director of the
toxicity laboratory of Lie
University of Chicago, and
reported by the university's
information office.

Two (2) acres out of the northeast corner of Tract No. ll
in a deed of record in Deed
Book 119, at page 54, in the
County
Calloway
Court
Clerks office, said two acres
being 400 feet on the east
and west sides and 110 feet
on the north and eauth sides.
Said two acres being bounded on the east side by the
Howard
Protemus
Store,
Road, and on the north side
by a lane. Being a part of
the same real estate conveyed to Surewill Manufacturing
Company, Inc., by William
Willis and wife, Jeanne Willis, by deed dated September
29, 1962, of record in Deed
Book 119, page 54, in the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk.

Look Ma,
No Teeth
OSLO, NORWAY (UPI):
Norway should be able to
claim a world record for
bad teeth, statisticians say.
More than 700,000 Norwegians have lost all their
teeth and only one out of
1000 Norwegians in their
twenties have
perfect
teeth.

Brewers Class
Of '48-49

Tallymaster makes it right all around your home
Close isn't enough. Not for Uncle Sam on April
15th, nor your otherwise friendly bank. The new
Tallymaster home adder doesn't make mistakes.
Ever. And it tallies a whole column of figures in
seconds.
Let us show you the exciting, totable Tallymaster.
Two easy-to-use models (one hand, one electric)
start at a low $00.00. Each guaranteed for a year by
Victor, America's largest manufacturer of adding
machines.

VICTOR
VICTOR COMPTOMITER CORPORATION

Ledger & Times
OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

—

ABOVE DES:CR:TED TRACT
WILL BE SOLD SUBJECT
TO THE DOWER ALLOTTED TO ULALA ELDRIDGE,
WIDOW OF EDD ELDRIDGE,
WHICH DOWER INTEREST
IN ULALA ELDRIDGE OWES lira, FOR HER NATURAL LIFE, THE RIGHT TO
LIVE ON, OCCUPY OR RECEIVE THE INCOME FROM
THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED
TRACT
OF
LAND,
WHICH IS A PART OF THE
100 ACRES HERE1NABOVE
DESCRIBED:
•ar
A tract 750 feet East and
West and 450 feet North and
South, on which the Eldri,dge
hmoeplace
mansion house
sets, and being further described as follows:
Beginning on the curve of a
gravel road where said road
turns from North to East,
and said curve being immediately southwest of the Eldridge homepIace, and said
beginning point being Geological Bench Mark #115;
thence North 450 feet to a
stake; thence East parallel
with a gravel road 750 feet
to a stake; thence South 450
feet to a stake on the North
right-of-way of a gravel road
at a small bridge; thence
West with the North rightof way of said gravel road to
the point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the
purchaser must execute bond,
with approved securities, bearMg legal interest from the day
of sale. until paid, and having
the force and effect of a judgment Bidders will he prepared
to comply promptly with these
terms
Frank L. Ryan
Mader Commissioner,
Calloway Circuit Court
17, 24
—

Oct. 10,
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Honesty Wins Again

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

GLENDALE, CAL. 11.JPIY To 11-year-old Mike Hooper
the $100 he found in a receipt bag in the street was a
lot of money—"an awful lot
Mike had broken his glasses- everything beyond 19
inches was blurred and his parents couldn't afford to
buy him new glasses. But Mike walked to the Foothill
Division of the police department and turned the money
over to Detective Ron Barnes.
The officer noticed the boy squinting and learned
about the broken glasses.
"How will you get new ones— Barnes asked.
"My mom and dad can't afford to buy me any, so I've
started delivering newspapers, sir," Mike replied. "I'm
saving up."
Barnes is president of a Lions Club and ne took
Mike's story to the members "He could have taken part
of the lost money," Barnes said, "but he didn't. He
turned it in
At the next club meeting Barnes brought Mike with
him. The Lions gave him his new glasses "When he
put them on, after living in a blurred world for more
than a month, his eyes beamed," Barnes said.

Across
1 In music,
high
4 Footlike part
7 Foundation
12 Cheer
13 Unit of Siamese
currency
14 Fmnch for

January and received basic
combat training at Fort Campbell, Ky. He underwent advanced
individual training for military
police at Fort Gordon, Ga. He has
been stationed at Fort Irwin since
June 17.
A graduate of Puryear High
School, he was employed by the
Illinois Central Railroad before
entering the service. His wife,
Judy, is with him at Fort Irwin

Reunion

Has
The 1948-49 graduating class of
Brewers High School held its
third anniversary celebration
Oct. 18.
Those present were Messrs
and Mesdames Jim Owens, Wes- •
ley Lemons, McCoy Tarry, Dillard Mathis, Alton Raoss, J. D.
Usrey, Bobby Stagg, Neal Haley, Barney Thweatt, Donnie
Mathis, Homer Adlich, Rudy
Wright;
Mark, Gretchen and Shannon
Thweatt, Regina, Randy, Marty
and Sarah Haley, Joetta a n d
Mitchell Blagg, Donna lnmon,
Bruce and Venessa Usery, Terry
Wright, Connie Adlich, Mark
and Philip Mathis.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wade Chester were guests at the reunion.

A GROUP of chemicals
known as chlorinated hydrocarbons, which include
DDT. find their way into
the body as a result of their
use as pesticides. Nonnally.
according to Dubois. ;heir
concentration is too low to
worry about.
"But even at low levels,"
the Chicago report said,
they can affect the body
in subtle ways.''
example, Dubois
For
said, they may decrease the
effectiveness of drugs. If a
person is over*eight and
goes on a diet, he may
poison himself.
This is because pesticides
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
concentrate in body fat. If
you lose a lot of fat,
COMMONWEALTH OF
THE
through dieting or illness,
the pesticide level can then KENTUCKY, Calloway Circuit
Deed furnished by the Masrise to a dangerous level in Court, Clarence Eldridge and
wife, Ruby M. Eldridge, Plainthe blood.
ter Commissioner shall re
tiff,
cite that the purchaser takes
HUMAN beings have acVERSUS
title subject to all tax liens
tually been killed by the
NOTICE OF SALE
for 1969 and prior years. - major pesticides,
according
Ulala Eldridge, et al, Defend(prior taxes are as follows: ---10 a report .by the Amenant.
1966-4734; 1967—$9.13; 1968
can Chemical Society.
By virtue of a judgment and
— 9.88; plus interest to date.
In 1956, the society 'reorder of sale of the Calloway
1969 taxes-45.87.
ported, pesticides killed
For the purchase price, the
152 Americans, 94 of them Circuit Court rendered at the
6th of October Term thereof
purchaser must execute bond,
children. In _turkeys
'some
with approved securities, bear
grain treated with an insec- 1969, in the above cause, for
tog legal interest from the day
ticide was eaten instead of the sum of (Settlement of
of sale, until paid, and having
planted. More than 3000 Estate), I shall proceed to ofcases of illness and 330 fer for sale at the Court House
the force and effect of a judgdoor in the City of Murray,
deaths resulted.
ment. Bidders will be prepared
But such disasters result- Kentucky, to the highest bidto comply promptly with these
ed from acute maladies der, at public auction on the
terms.
caused mainly by accidents. 27th day of October, 1969, at
The effects of low level 1:00 O'clock p. m., or thereBy virtue of a judgment and
exposure to DDT and other about, upon a credit of six
Calloway
of:the
order of sale
pesticides have yet to be months the following described
r'.ircuit Court rendered at the
determined, according to property, to wit:
5 August Term thereof 1969,
the society.
Being a part of the Northeast
in the above cause, for the sum
"Additional research is
and Northwest Qrs., Section
List(Judgments
$5,186.54
required on the impact of
of
6, T. 2, R. 5, El-A, and bounded Below), I shall proceed to
ed as tz11:ws: Bcnning at
Court
offer for sale at the
ths, the following described
rock in the center of the
House door in the City of Mur- property, to-wit:
Wadesboro
and
Concord
ray, Kentucky, to the highest
Road; thence East with the
the
on
auction
public
bidder, at
Frank L. Ryan
rneanderings of the Martin
ZIth dray of October, 1969, at
Master Commissioner,
Mill old road will
'
. ir'ersec1:00 C'elock p. m., or thereCalloway Circuit Court
tion of the small branch;
about, upon a credit of six monOct. 10, 17, 24
thence East with the said
branch with the East boundary line of the Northeast
Qr., above named; thence
North with the said line to
the corner of the Qr.; thence
West with the Township line
to a corner representing
corner of the 40 acres sold
off of the Northwest Qr.:
thence to the beginning. contaming 100 acres, more or
less.

If your
figurework isn't
exactly right,
it's all wrong

TIMER

&

•

* * *

To film "Sons"
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)--MGM
assigned controversial screen
writer Dalton Trumbo to write
the screenplay for Evan Hunter's
"Sons."
SP4 Raymond E. Paschall

*-)
FAVORITE PERCH-- Serving a
sentence for shoplifting, 18-year -old Pat Breslin sits atop a chimney stack
at London's Holloway Prison
to protest being moved to a
maximum security wing. The
week before she spent 12
hours on the same perch in
a protest against food and
general conditions at the
prison.
(Cublephoto)
9-month

15-Large bird
16 Poisonous
spider
18-Pulverized
rock
20-Catch
21.Forrnerly
22-Held back
25-Precipitous
27 Recent
28 Conducted
31.Gathered
together
„
33 Rest
35-Bitter vetch
36 Swiss river
38 Crowd
disturbances
39- Emphasizes
41-Real-estate
map
44Malua lace
45-Dispatch
48-Retrogrades
51 -Conjunction
52 Mental images
53 Native metal
54 Greek letter
55 Strainsfor

3 Roars
4-Strohe
5•84bYfonian hr 6 Exert
effort
7 Man's
nickname
8 Performed
9 Acid
10 Evils
11 Chair
17 Man's name
19 Act
23 Handle
24 Pitchers
25 Pronoun
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fabric
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Tired of Your Own Cooking?

Raymond Paschall
Earns Promotion,
Becomes Specialist

CAPSULES

HAZEL CAFE

'1.49

Raymond E. Pascahll, son of
Mr.and Mrs. Winfred Paschall of
Puryear Route 3, has been
promoted to the Army rank of
Specialist Four. He is serving
with the 226th Military Police
Detachment as AWOL clerk at
Fort Irwin, Calif.
Paschall entered the Army last

Sedative for Temporary Relief of Simple Nervous Tension
Each Sapsule Contains.
Phenyitoloxarnine Citrate
• Salicylamide

--

* ram

Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
6 sm.to 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week
J. C. Gallimore
—
—

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS
Phone 753-1231

Murray, Ky. 42071

KY. LAKE CATFISH

• *COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS

— Distributed by
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by Charles M. Schulz
ALL I HAVE TO DO 15 GET THE
NECESSARY CONTRACTS SIGNED

(AHAT K/ND OF A DEAL
15 Ti-115 ?

I 6ET A RNALTte
EVERY PERSON FORNI.
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Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
II

OH, THAT

AUNT FRITZ'--THEY'RE PUTTING
IN NEW WATER
PIPES IN OUR
STREET
LET
ME
SEE

REMINDS

---I'VE GOT TO SET MY
HAIR IN ROLLERS TONIGHT

LARGE HC
Good lout'
tional lot o
Term. 642-4
9-ROOM HC
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841 Hwy. '
remodeled,
legs. Has
Priced for
3801.

0

r. put Ow
40* mos...1
•i.•, I U,a.d No.••• 1,40041, let 13(7.-24-

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
I PLANNED TO ao AS
FAR AS POSSIBLE TO
PROTECT OUR NAME,
BUT I'M AFRAID THAT
WE'LL HAVE TO CUT
THEM OFF AS OF NOW.'

HERE ARE THE PAID BILLS,
MR. ROLLS HOYCE. THE DOBBS
JUNKET HAS ALREADY COST
THE COMPANY OVER c5,000
WITH NO END IN SIGHT.

NAOU'RE SURE THEY
DON'T SUSPECT IT'S
you WHO'S FOOTING
THE BILLS,

rR—
OOM SERVICE ? SEND ME
UP A TURKEY SANDWICH
USI N' THE WHOLE BL4RS7E0
81R0././ YOU HEARD ME--
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Lil' Abner

WIAAT'S
WRONG
WITH
MR.

1021

by Al Capp
(HE'S BOUGHT ATHRONE,
A CROWN, AND A
SCILPTRIF.—
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

WILI. BEA KING!! KING OF
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For Sale

ANT

REAL ESTATE FOR BALI

AUTOS FOE SALE

WILDWOOD Commercial Sub- BY
OWNER: Three-bedroom 1968 OLDSMOBILE 98 Luxury
division has two lots left front- house, near
town, hospital and sedan with factory air and all
ing on So. 4th Street and sev- high school.
Fenced in back power. Blue with white vinyl
eral has facing inside street, Yard, carpeted,
built-ins. Phone roof. Brood new tires. 1966 Olds"Sunbury Circle".
753-5330.
0-25-C mobile Tornado with factory air
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick with
central heat and air, carpeting, ONE OF the finest homes in and power. Low mileage. Just
11
/
2 ceramic baths, located at the Murray area. A 4-bedroom like brand new. Cain and Tay1815 Belmo.ote Drive, in Robert- brisk, la-story colonial on a lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
0-24-C
son School District.
beautiful 21
/
2 acre lot. This out- and Main.
standing
home
has
all
the
feat1962 VOLKSWAGEN in good
LARGE 3-BEDROOM home ures you would want. Very
condition. 1966 Buick Skylark
Combination brick and alumitastefully decorated and well
with factory air and automatic
num siding. Located on 1 acre
phanned. Can be bought for
issionwith console in the
wooded lot, approximately 4 much
less than its replacement 4''
Cain and Taylor Gulf
miles from Murray. Has 13' x
value.
Corner of 6th and Main.
25' living room, 14' x 21' family room with fireiplace, 2 cera- UNIQUELY styled 3-bedroom
CI-24-C
mic baths and 2-car garage. brick with formal dining room,
This is a fine floor plan that 2 bath rooms, beautiful kithoffers an opportunity for buyer en cabinets, double garage. See 1965 FALCON two-door 6-cylinder automatic. 1965 Chevrolet
to finiah and save money.
us for details and make a bid
Impala four door sedan. V-8 auPRICE RFDUCED on 3-bedroom on this excellent buy.
brick with 131
/
2 acres. This is QUALITY constructed 3-bed- tomatic with factory air, power
a good place to raise a few head room frame in Keeneland Sub- windows, six way seats, tinted
of livestock without a large in- division. Very spacious family glass. Locally owned. Cain and
vestment. Gall US for an ap- room and kitchen with all ap- Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
0-24-C
pointment to see this one.
pliances. Carpeted throughout, 6th and Main.
PRACTICALLY ACROSS the 11
/
2 baths. This house is one 1966 PLYMOUTH Fury IE fourstreet from the University as- year old and has been kept like
door sedan. Green with factory
sures the prospect of keeping new Owner has moved from
air and power. V-8 automatic.
this one rented, if you are in- Murray. Immediate possession.
One owner, locally owned. 1968
terested in investment proper- Priced right-make us a bid.
Buick LaSahre four door sedan
ty. 3-bedroom home with alum- A WELL designed exterior and
and power steer'
a
t.:inum siding, carport and large interior 3-bedroom brick with with factory air
Cain
' back yard. This home will make 2 large baths. Fireplace in the ing and black vinyl roof.
Taylor Gulf Station. Cornand
money.
family room, builtin appliances
0-24-C
5 ACRES with 3-bedroom brick in kitchen, double garage plus er of 6th and Main.
borne. House designed so that storage area. Blacktop driveway.
one bedroom can be used for Located in city school district. 1967 CHRYSLER 300 with all
a beauty parlor. Outbuilding Price greatly reduced. Posses- power and factory air. Gold
with black vinyl roof. 1968 Pontsuitable for stock barn or clean- sion with deed.
up shop. Low price makes this A 1-YEAR-OLD brick just out- iac Catalina four door hardtop
for combination home and side the city limits. 3 bedrooms, with power steering and brakes,
mimes location.
11
/
2 baths, central heat and air- and factory air. Black vinyl roof.
3-BEDROOM furnished home conditioning. Appliances in the Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
'with ten trailer spaces, on 4 kitchen. Attached gnaw Pric- Corner of 6th and Main. 0-24-C
res of land. Located 12 miles ed at only $19,500. - -- -- ISM CHEVY
station wagon.
Murray on Faxon-New- 3-BEDROOM frame in very good 1967 Camero with 327 and aug,h Road, near Kentucky condition. Carpets and drapes,
tomatic console in the floor.
e. This is a fine location fireplace, central air-conditionGold with black vinyl roof. Cain
a retired couple who is in- ing. Also a real nice 20' x
and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornbuilding
with
in property with an ina garage, central0-24-C
ly heated. Ideal for almost any er of 6th and Main.
come.
TWO ACRES with good build- kind of borne workshop. Let us 1965 OLDS 88 four door harding sites on blacktop road, Ky. show you this place and make "p with factory air and chu732. Near Kentucky Lake. Spec- us an offer. Owner has moved ble power. 1966 Plymouth four
from Murray and is very aria- door sedan. Cain and Taylor
ial price of $1,200.
FINE RESIDENTIAL Lots in
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Jackson Acres Subdivision, 2 bus to aelL
Main.
0-24-C
miles from Murray on both JUST OUTSIDE the city limits,
a
finished
full
basement
with
Highway 121 South and locust
1963 PONTIAC station wa gon
Grove Road. Large lots at at- 3 bedrooms, bath room and a with power and factory air, tintcarport.
Also, a 3-car garage
tractive prices.
pes-fec% for an auto repair oc ed glass. 1967 Chrysler New
COMMERCIAL LOTS on So.
Yorker with factory air and douèlean bp shop.
Street. 175' x 250' lot with
ble power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
A
2
-BEDROOM
house
and
1
frontage on two aides, suitable
acre on a blacktop road located Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
for 3 lot development.
0-24-C
TO BUY-eee us. TO 01-T.--. about 2 miles from Murray. Carpeted, air-conditioned, and at- 1964 FORD four-door custom senet with US.
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th tached garage. Just $9,000.
dan. 1963 Ford Galaxie 500 four
and Maple Streets. Office phone, 190 ACRE FARM near New door sedan. Locally owned. Cain
Concord.
Well
fenced, new and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn753-7333. Home phones: Fulton
Young, 753-4946; R. B. Patter- pump and well. Excellent cat- 'et of 6th and Main.
0-24-C
son, 436-5697; Ismael Stinson, tle farm. Located adjacent to
a lake development.
hardfour
door
OLDS
88
1959
753-1534.
WE HAVE many extra good top with air and power. Real
E1-0-25-C
buys in houses as well as wood- sharp. Locally owned. 1959 Chryed building lots. Come by our sler four door sedan. Good meLARGE HOUSE on large lot. office at 502 Maple Street
or
Good location. $16,500.00. Addi- call us at any time to discuss chanically. loe-241y owned. Chevcontional lot optional. Phone Paris, details. We appreciate your bus- rolet pick-up truck. Good
dition. Cain and Taylor Gulf StaTenn. 6424267.
0-24-C iness.
tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
0-24-C
9-ROOM HOUSE and lot on corn- TUCKER REALTY a Insurance
er of 5th and Canter Streets in Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
1962 PONTIAC Star Chief. Good
Kentucky,
Hazel. Please call 492-8598.
Phone
7534342; mechanically, but rough and
0-28-C Home phones: Donald R. Tucker, 753-5020; Bobby G. Grogan, cheap. 1962 Ford Fairlane four
2-BEDROOM HOUSE on 1 acre 753-4978; W. Paul
door sedan, $100.00. Cain and
Dailey, Jr.,
lot. North of Almo Heights on 753-8702.
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
0-24-C
641 Hwy. This house has been
H-0-25-C 8th and Main.
remodeled, has plenty out-build
legs. Has both, and gas heat
AUTOS POE SALO
Priced for fast sale Call 4893801.
0-28-C
1961 CADILLC four door sedan. All new tires and extra
clean. Phone 436-2323. 0-25-C
HELP WANTED
1965 BUICK Electra 225. Full
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
power and air, perfect condit5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
David Carter, a partner of ion. One owner. Phone 7530-27-C
female. Apply in person to DanMURRAY MOBILE HOMES 3366
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
has
sold
his interest to his 1967
CHEVROLET
pick-up
TIC
phone calls please.
partner Preston Harris. Pres- truck. Red and white. AutomatDING-DONG! Christmas selling ton would like for his friends ic transmission. Power brakes,
power steering, V-8 motor, A-1
starts early with Avon-earn
and people of this commun- condition. Call 753-2377.
$114 for your Christmas in spare
0-27.0
time near your home. Start now. ity who are interested in a
Call or write Mrs. Evelyn L. mobile home to check with 1963 PONTIAC Catalina twoBrown, Avon Mgr., Shady Grove
him for good quality homes door hardtop, power steering.
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, Phone
at a reasonable price.
power brakes. Clean inside and
H-0-24-C
965-3363.
MURRAY MOBILE HOMES out. New tires and battery. Call
753-3330 after 5:30 p. m.
NEED SOMETHING for ChristHighway 641 South
0-24-F
mas gifts and special occasions.
42071
Kentucky
Murray,
Call today to learn how you can
Continental.
1964 LINCOLN
Telephone 753-3640
receive beautiful Sarah CoventLow mileage. Phone 436-2323.
ITC
ry jewelry free! Phone 753-3056.
0-25-C
0-28-C

I
1

603.

NOTICE

4It

ANTED: seamstress, part or
full time. Experience preferred.
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners.
0-29-C

WANTED: baby sitter, during
the day. Elderly lady preferred.
0-27-C
Phone 753-6563.
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE: Crossland,
Ky,. Saturday night, October 25,
Two-piece
at 7:00 p. m.
naugahide living room suite,
like new, refrigerator, stove,
platform rocker, good 21-inch
Philo* TV floor model, old
trunks, glass top fruit jars,
irons, chairs, rockers, beds, old
bottles, lots of glassware. Many
more items. Beec_ham & Rober.
son Auction Service. Phone 642.1TC
0919 or 642-1344.

TIME* - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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NOTICE

NOTICE

HELICOPTER RIDES
Sunday, October 26, 1969
Starting at 1:00 p.m.
KYLE FIELD

SHOP AND COMPARE
Before buying color TV. Total automatic color. We can
top all prices. We can top all warranties.

NOTICE

NOTICE

Expert Repair Man en Color

F

TV SERVICE CENTER
Home of Beautiful Curtis-Mathes 11/ and Stereos
312 North 4th
Phone 753-5865

SAFT-BILT TIRES

MURRAY AVIATION
Phone 489-2855
o25c

POE SALE

WANTED TO BUY

FRAME your sentimental pictures and valuables for safe
keeping and wall groupings. 200
beautiful frames to choose from.
3-7 day service. Also original
gifts. The -Gallery, Mayfield
Road.
N-1-NC

WANTED: 5 to 8 knotty pine
12 inch wide boards with groove
design on side. If you have any
for sale please call 753-1381
0-23-C
WANTED: used mobile home,
12' wide. Phone 753-1692. 0-24-C

By United Press International
Good news is not always
reflected in banner headlines.
It often creeps up unexpectedly from relatively obscure
locations.
Thus we learn from Materan, W.Va., that two distant_st
relatives of the Hatfields and' McCoys are going to forget the
famous feud and go into
business together.
A full-page advertisement in
the Williamson Daily News
announced an auto dealership
was changing hands and it now
will be known as HatfieldMcCoy, Inc.
V. T. Hatfield will serve as
secretary-treasurer and John
McCoy
will
be
the vice
president.

ONE of the finer things of life
Blue Lustre carpet and up- WANTED: A dry cleaning store
holstery cleaner. Rent electric and plant in or near Murray.
From Lafayette, Ind., comes
shampooer $1. Big K. 0-25-C Write giving details to P. 0.
information that great
Box 32-C, Murray, Kentucky. the
MODEL 72 Allis-Chalmers com. 0-29-C ninds are at work at Purdue
bine, two reels. Phone 489-2892.
University on a problem which
0-25-P
if solved will be good news to
NOTICE
housewives across the nation.
CAMPER TOPPER. Fits long
Dr. W. J. Stadelman of the
October 31st is the last day
wheel base, late model pick-up to pay City of
agricultural experMurray property school's
truck. Phone 753-5421 after 5:00 taxes to avoid a 10%
penalty iment station says work is
p. m.
0-25-C that will be added
way to perfect an
November under
CARPETS a fright? Make them 1st. Taxes are paiable at the instrument that will gauge the
a beautiful sight with B1 u e office of the City Clerk, City toughness of poultry meat by
0-30-C nieasurirv the current flow
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer Hall Building
between two electric probes
$1. Western Auto Store. "Home
applied to the carcass.
of the Wishing Well". 0-25-C
-We hope some day to be
seen at Outland Seed on Indus.
able to assure the tendernesS of
//.
trial Road. Priced from $1.00all birds marketed," Stadelman
SWEET POTATOES. Can be
said.
$3.00 a bushel.
0-25-P
--SCHENECTADY,
J.
PECAN COFFEE TABLE and
/00
004
1
1
00/4
/1
Made Fresh Daily
Kennedy drove 50 miles out of
matching end
6' x
•••
IN SACKS OR BULK
his way to help a couple he had
oval area rug. Black Kroehler
never met.
recliner. Maple dinette set with,
lour chairs. Colonial magazine
Kennedy went shopping and
stand. All items in excellent
found a package containing a
MEAT MARKET
,
condition. All less than six monjacket on a counter at a
7T.s *I.
4\i•&'
•
109 North 5th
ths old. Phone 753-6565 after
department store.
Checking
4:30 p. m.
0-27-C
inside he found a sales slip with
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE . . . It will pay you to
the name and address of Mr.
1969 HONDA, 450, 3,000 miles.
and Mrs. Victor Waldrop.
check on the price of these tires!
Phone 753-8482 after 5:00 p.
ARE YOU READY for HomeKennedy then drove the 50
0-30-C coming? If you are not, make
sure your wigs, wiglets or falls miles from Schenectady to the
OAK DINETTE SET and four are. Go
curls, smooth or what- Waldrop home in Ballston Spa
chairs. Table 34" x 54", $20.00.
ever. Call Linda Clifford, Leta's to deliver the jacket.
Phone 753-6727.
--0-27-C Beauty Salon, 753-8282. We
WASHINGTON- A
Washingspecialize
in
the
latest
hair
ANTIQUES: Spinning wheel,
ton motorist is trying to learn.
round tables, china cabinets, fashion fur yourself or your
identity
of the Good_-%
0-27-C the
marble top wash stands, hall wig goods.
Samaritan
who gave him al!
trees, hang lamps, chandeliers
push the other day.
and other ware, table lamps,
Phone 753-5862
Corner of Sixth 8, Main
A personal item in the.
lamp chimneys of all sizes, any
classified advertisements of the
parts for lamps, we have or can
Washington Post today said:
get. Invest your money wisely,
"Driver of black VW who
invest in antiques. Hubert's Angave my blue VW a push last
tique Shop. Four miles south
Sun. at Wisc. & M, please call
of Murray on Hwy. 641. 0-27-C
me about damage caused toSERVICES OFFERED
21,
Tues.,
Oct.
MURRAY,
Ky.
MAPLE drop-leaf harvest table
your car, 223-3200, or 338-2753,Livestock).
(Murray
1969
PROFESSIONAL rest d en t- and four chairs. Extends to 42"
or 338-8355."
ial painting. Brush, roll, spray x 58"
Excellent condition. CATTLE: 503; CALVES: 42.
--Comarrival.
on
weighed
Cattle
Phone
753-2827
after 5:00 p. m.
References. Free
estimates
LE MANS, France-Pierre.
slaughter
week
last
pared
to
Phone 753-3486.
Nov -25-C Friday and all day Saturday.
lower, other Gilles, 20, jumped from 3,00(
0-25-C cows and bulls 251
Excellent Opportunity for
feet during team formatioR
represented classes steady.
FLOORS CLEANED, waxed,
SLAUGHTER COWS: Fe w training near here, but his mainbuffed, home or office. By day TAPE RECORDER, boat, cloth•
week or month. Window clean- es dryer, "-ton air-conditioner, Commercial $16.00-18.00, Utility parachute failed to open.
Remaining cool heade d;
ing. Call 753-9509.TFC two pair drapes, maple dining $17.5048.75, few high-yielding
table, lot. Leaving Murray. individuals up to $20.00, Cutter Pierre opened his emergency
FOR YOUR home remodeling, Phone 753-5750. See at 902 Main $15.75-17.50, Canner $14.25-15 - parachute. But the smaller
additions and repairs. Free esti- Street.
chute had only a slight effect as
0-27-C 75.
mates. Call 753-6123.
TIC
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Few it brushed against the main
SILVERTONE console televis- utility over 1000 lb. $22.00-22.50. one.
WILL CONTRACT new houses. ion. Lovely contemporary wal- SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
Instead
of panicking, he
Top pay, local work!
General repair work and addi- nut cabinet. 24-inch screen. Per- VEALERS: Choice 280-350 lb. prepared with leg fractures. He
tions. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 16-C fect condition, $50.00. Phone $28.00-32.00, Choice 300-400 lb is now in hospital, where.
Please send references to:
and doctors say his condition give4:
0-24-C $25.00-28.00, mixed Good
EXPERT TYPIST desires work 753-8255.
Choice $23.00-25.00, Choice 170- no cause for concern.
P.O. Box 32-B
to be done at home. Will do cor- 1-17.5 CUBIC FT. chest type 280 lb. $34.00-36.25, Good $30.--respondence, billing, addres- freezer, A-1 condition; 1-extra 00-34.00, Standard $28.00-30.Murray, Ky.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Mrs::
sing, and reports. Fast service! nice Hotpoint refrigerator; 1- 00.
Mary Matthews had wanted ti:
o24c AU you doctors, lawyers, insur. used 4 HP riding mower. Call
FEEDERS: STEERS: Choice ride a motorcycle all her
liIei
&Me agents, and businessmen 753-8391 days.
0-24-C 550-700 lb. $28,00-30.10, mixed
This past weekend the 69..;
who are months behind in your
Good and Choice $26.50-28.00, year-old Mrs. Matthews took
FOR RENT
reports and correspondence give CURTLS-MATHES color televi- Good $25.00-26.50, Choice 300me a call. All work kept con- sion, used 314 years. Phone 753- 550 lb. $28.00-33.50, Load Choice 10-minute spin on her nephew's'
NICE three-bedroom trailer for
and enjoyed
fidential! Call after 5:00 p. in 6894.
0-24-C 830-930 lb. $2'7.40-27.80 with 300- motorcycle
college boys. Phone 753-5108
thoroughly.
TIC
Telephone 753-7570.
after 5:00 p. in.
TIC
DELUXE Warm Morning stove, 350 lb. offerings at $31.50-33.50,
When asked_wliysehe did mi
.
.
large size, butane. Been used mixed Good and Choice $26.00- wait until her 70th birthdays
:
3 OR 4-BEDROOM brick house,
$24.50-26.00,
three months. Phone 753-5463. 28.00, few Good
Nov. 9, to take her initial ride,:
in good location, in city schoal
REEFERS: Choice 500-700 lb.
0-24-C
she explained, "A woman 7Cfdistrict. Phone 753-4763. 0-25-C
$25.00-27,00, mixed Good and
years old would look silly riding'
3-WHEEL Cushman Scooter, 3- Choice $24.00-25.00, Choice 300TWO-BEDROOM garage apart- N•Jobs to Small or Large
a
motorcycle."
$26.00-28.00,
couple
kits
speed, good condition, $150.00. 500 lbs.
ment with hardwood floors and
to be Appreciated
$28.00-30.25.
300-320
lb.
Call
753-3798.
0-24-C
gas heat. Available now. Can be
Free Estimates
seen at 506 South 6th. Phone
PITTSBURGH --Wilson R;
Contact:
USED AND NEW Spinet pianos
753-5519.
0-24-C
Neckerman cannot understand
and organs. Authorized Baldwin
why everyone is so interested
TWO - BEDROOM furnished
dealer. Lonarclo Piano Comin his voting record. Neckerhouse. Gas heat. Phone 753post
office",
"Across
from
pany.
man, 94, of suburben O'Hara
2558.
0-25-C
0-24-C
Paris, Tennessee.
Township has voted twice a
lletween 8:00 a. la. end
year for the past 72 years.
•
ONE - BEDROOM, desirable
FIREWOOD, any kind, any leng500 o. vs.
"Why all the fuss?" Necker4
roomy apartment. Clean, quiet
th. Price includes delivery. Orman asked. "Gee whiz, I just
atmosphere. Private entrance.
der any amount. Phone 753-2590
do my civic duty, that's all."
Neer high school. Phone 753- EXPERIENCED HORSE SHOE- or 735-6998.
0-28-C
1299.
0-25-C ING of Walking Horses and
Pleasure horses. Call Steve Hal- 18-INCH Westinghouse exhaust
OLIVIA, Minn.- For the first
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- ley 753-6269.
0-27-P fan, automatic shutters, new
time since 1941, more than
partment. Zimmerman Apart$4090. Miley, tandem, two-horse
three dozen farmers sloshed- up
ments, South 16th St. Call 753- SAW FILING, scissors and pink- trailer, $350.00 Kenmore portand down rows of corn on a
6609.
0-29-C ing shears sharpened. Small ap able dishwasher, $100.00. Call
farm near here to see who was
Faience service. 512 R. South
going to earn the distinction of
NICE FURNISHED apartment 12th. 753-6067
0-27-P-H 7534022, after rive p. m.
0-24-C
being this nation's "cornpickinfor two All private, electric
heat. Two blocks from Univer- WILL KEEP small child in my
gest handhusker."
ELASTIC surgery hose, washed
sity. Available now. Phone 753- home while mother works. MonOrville Bruns braved a.cold,
walker,
Aluminum
once,
$25.00.
Phone
day through Friday, days.
2672.
two-day drizzle to win the title
TV,
for
set
head
Hearing
$10.00.
0-21-V
753-2377.
part of the S500 purse.
$20.00. Desk and chair, $10.00.
UNPRECEDENTED in the south - and
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished apart--land is th& character of the
Two end tables, $5.00 pair. 500
ment in duplex at 104 North
MERRILL,
Iowa- Plymouth
Whitnell Avenue, Murray.
city election in Atlanta. Ga.
14th. khone 753-1562. 0-27-C
Caunty
authotities
are trying to .
0-24-P
Here. Sam Miissell, who was
find the truck to go -with the'
TWO 1-BEDROOM furnishe<
vice mayor. gives you his
box.
,
apartdients, water furnished. On
victory smile after a runoff
WANTED 'TO RENT
Sheriff, Jim
Woodlawn. For teacher or marMertes said
• election put him huts ma yor.
ried couples. Two small furnishWANTEN Four girl students., 1‘141MSQ11 is a Jew. And the would-be rifstfers loaded up
ed apartments on Woodlawn,
about 20 head of cattle Monday
need furnished apartment close
regular eleetion put in May- night at a farm near
water furnished. For one or
Merrill in
to campus. Can move in Fab
nard Jackson as -vice mayor. northwest Iowa. Then the
two boys. Phone 753-9741. •
truck_
- rf ruary 1. Phone 762-2825. or 762753.3C14
rfrIttliffit'friltXf.r."
0-27-C
box fell off.
0-25-C
112827.
41111

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6,

hOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE

I

SHROAT'S

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars.

Notice

EXPERIENCED
ELECTRICIAN

BLACK TOP PAVING
AZ. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

Trees and Shrubs
'Trimmed or
Removed

contact .

Only Curtis-Mathes offers the pro-rate picture tube warranty. Only TV Service Center gives 18 months of free
home service.

Good News
From Far
And Near

Kelley's Pest
Control

Murray Livestock
Market Report

PAGE EIGHT

THE LEDGER

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WSD( - 8

WLAC .5

WSII -4

Sunrise Semester (c)
Know Your 131bIe kc)

Tom & Jerry (c)
Gospel- -Singing (6)

0/ALMarsLila
House of Worship(0

Carl -Tipton(c)
.
8:15 Movie
$:30
9:00
9:30 Underdog (c)
I0d00 t Untstones (c)
10:30 Herald of Truth (6)
10:45
11:00 Community Worship (c)
11:30 Guideline (c)
11:45

America Sings (c)
Cathedral orromorrow (c)

Heaven's Jubilee (c)
The Firstborn(c)
Faith Tor Toy (c)
-Film (0BM Pace (c)

gully/BIM e(q
Discovery (c)
College Football

NFL Pre-Game Show (c)
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Directions (c)

12:00 Meet the Press (c)
12:15
12:30 AFL Football (c)
1:00
2:00
2:30
3:00 AFL Football (c)
3:30
4:00

NI L k ootball (c)-

NFL Toolhall--(c)-

ST611-dd- Of5licclEd'TRoller Derby kg
Issues & Answers
At Issue de
WdrTd Tomorrow (c
Dudley Do-Highl cc
Movie: "For Love OrlfOney"_cc

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
6:30 World ofttisney (c)
7:00 Bill Cosby (c)
8:00 Bonanza Cc
• ei :. , e es c
10:00 News, Weal er„ Snorts
10:30 Johnny Carson "(c
10:35
117M
l'2:00
IT.-47
wSM -4

Land of the Giant(c)
Lassie _.
(c)
It's The Great Pumpkia, Charlie Brown(c)
FBI(c)
Leslie U
s Sh-diT—
v (c)
MLLEad2t.-d..dre_._
T
Ronian Empire" kg
.' ission mposso e kc
News,Weather, Spor
World of Sports (c)
-Mery Griffth (c)
Nes_2_fs: - .d_eW o, r
"The
ign On(c)
Se
ABC Weekend News kg
WSIX -8
WLAC -5
MONDAY MORNING

5:45
6:00 Morning Show (c)
b:3U
7:00 Today (g
7:55
6:00
9:00 It Takes Two(c)
9:35 News
9:30 Concentration k c)
10:00 Sale of The Century (c)
10:30 Hollywood Squares (c)
II:00 Jeopardy (c)
11:35
11:30 Name Droppers (c)
11:55 News (c)

Country Journal(c)
News kcj
Jake Tress Show (c)
Country Tuncffon (0Weather-(c)
Captain Kangaroo (c)
Mike Douglas (c)
di
I,
ii
•1
Andy Griffith(c)
Love of Life(c)
Where the Heart Is (c)
News(c)
Search for Tomorrow (c)

'

McHale's Navy
Bow (c)

-Lucille Ball(c)
He Said, She Said c
Barbara M--oore so .w c
l
BewItcheg
That Girl(c)

MONDAY AFTERNOON
12:00 Noon Show

News(c)
-Slog convention tc)
As The World Turns(c)
Many-Splendored Thine
Guiding Light (c)
Secret Storm(c
Edge of Nig.ht c)
Comer Pyle(c
Gilligan's Is d (c)
Movie(c)

,1230
„ 1:00 Days of Our Lives (c)
1:30 Doctors (c)
2:00 Another World (c)
2:30 Bright Promise(c)
3:00 Letters to Laugh-1n (c)
o 3:30 To Tell The Truth()
4:00 Beat The Clock (c)
4:30 16th Avenue South (c)
5:00
5:Z5 Weather (c)
5:30 News (c)

Dream House (c)
Let's Make a Deal c)
Newlywed Game M.
Dating Game c
General Hospital c
One Life to Live c
Dark Shadows c
Flipper (c
Beverly Hillbillies (c
I Love Lucy
News(c)

Weather (c)
News (c)

Dick Van Dyie

MONDAY EVENING
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
6:30 M World & Welcome To It
7:11 • ugh- 1 c
7:15
7:30
8:00 Movie - iilYestiny of a Spy"(c)
8:30
9:00
10:00News, Weather, Sports
,10:30 Johnny Call0
.11:00
12:15
12:30 Untouchables

SEEN & HEARD • . .
(Continued From Page One)
was cold however Maybe some
of the bottom land was hit by
frost.
We notice that none of the flowering plants seem to be too
affected by the cold, but it iS
merely a matter of time. Flow.
ering plants like warm weathet%
We noticed some volunteer
Sultana in the flower bed yesterday that we had not seen
before. Have not planed any
of these flowers in a year ot
two. Also we noted a big Toad
Stool out in the yard about
eight inches across made up of
a number of smaller Toad
Stools. Odd looking things.
W. C. Duncan in one day this
week. Good to we him. says
his new baby is just doing fine,
This chilly weather may lower

News, Weather, Sports
News Weather, Sports
Gunsmoke(c
Movi•: "The Borgia ffck" (c)
Here's Lucy(0
Mayberry P.F.D. (c)
Doris Day (c)
Carol Burnett kc
News Weather
•. ts
erv riffin c

Survivors (c)
Loved American style
News Weather Si ins
ovie:" dy om " anghi"
Joey Bishop (c;

East. The Arabs are fighting
the Arabs and the Israelites are
Nicest personality met this fighting the Arabs too. W e
week, Mrs. Judy Wall.
don't know how they'll know
who won if and when it's over.
Governor Ronald Reagan laid
it on the line yesterday with Watch for the one-way streets
his comparison of conditions in at Carter School. South 13th
the United States and those In is one-way south between Pop
ancient Rome just before it fell lar and Vine and Irvan is oneway north from Vine to Poplar
Someone was asking us about This is for safety reasons and
it and wanted to know who it to ease the traffic pattern a.
was that conquered Rome. The round the school. K:ds crossing
best we could muster was that these streets will have to look
some barbarians moved in and only one way for cars. Observe
did them in. Got to thinking these one-way streets please.
about it later in the day and we
had a complete mental block, Fellow goes to the doctor and
so we just called the Murray- says. Doc. I don't smoke, or
Calloway County Library and irtbibe, I eat regularly, takes
asked the young lady to plea... exercises, don't care a thing
look it up for us. Turns out about women, get plenty of
sleep, keep away from fattenthey were just barbarians,
ing foods, don't cuss, go to bed
early and rise early, never get
Seems that the Ftomans, who
ruffled, keep an even temper.
'em,
got
at
and
be
up
used to
doutpluootk n la
have,
ad
to liking their leisure time and
pgooand
in
ant
good
sybaritic pleasures too much
day's work. Will I live forever.
and fell easy prey to the rough,
Well, the doctor says, no you
tough barbarians. That's the
won't live forever, it'll just
way it goes.
seem like it.
some hem-lines.

Things are mixed up in the fiat

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD

TIMES

ANNUAL...

NO CITY ACCIDENTS
Officers of the Murray Police
Department have not filed any
reports of traffic collisions in
the city of Murray for Wednesday and Thursday.

Th,
Sour
In N
Collo'

Present State
(Cont!dued From Page One;

OLIVE

ST.
United
w
F—
tn.

WALNU

IAJ
—J
-J

CLINIC
MAIN

ST.
••••

f

cr
ST.

—POST
OFFICE >cr-

110
HALL
POPLAR

ELM

STREET

John
from the 1
night. Will
end for tt
a 154 poen

0
(/)

Seen'

ime To Turn

Councilman Leonard Vaughn
reported that the Bee Creek
sewer line located just north
(Continued From Page One)
of the city is now complete. He
PICTURED IS THE PROPOSED Fourth-Fifth and Main-Maple one-way street opcise under the 1966 Uniform said that the hole had been dug
for the lift station to be loeration. It is planned that this one-way grid pattern will go Into effect next spring or
Time' Act.
Congress passed the act to cated east of Industrial Road.
summer. The above is from the Mel Conner & Associates, Inc. Urban Area Transport
.
send a crazy quilt pattern of This lift station will lift sewerlion Study for Murray.
time zones in the United States age from the line so that it
gulations and use more care,
Under the act, a state is allow- can continue its gravity next
less congestion will be realized.
Ladies Day Bridge
ed to exempt itself — but only month.
The Murray Municipal HousHe pointed out that the safety
on a statewide basis.
Planned At Oaks
of the children will be greatly
But old concepts die hard and ing Commission asked the coun(Continued
From
Page
One)
enhanced also if the parents
it took three years to get any- eil to accept the streets, sidewalks and alleys located within
The ladies day bridge will be Broach, which runs in front of will use more care in driving
thing near uniformity.
States like Indiana squabbled the low rental housing areas ad- held at the Oaks Country Club the school, one-way from Pop- around the schooL
Police Chief James M. Brown
long and hard over the right to ministered by the commission. on Wednesday, October 29, lar South to Locust. Locust
would be two way as it is now rendered his report to the city
maintain dual clock systems in This is normal procedure and a starting at 9:30 a.m.
resolution was adopted acceptMrs. Joe H. Allbritten is the Vaughn Street, which is im- council for the period October
the same time zone.
bridge hostess. Members are to mediately west of Robertson 9 until October 23. Following
Gradually the states worked ing these facilities.
Second reading was given to call for reservations at 753- School and one block long, Is this report: driving with no
out their problems through a
two ordinances, one prohibiting 6589 or 474-2202.
would be one way going north. operator's license 5; DWI 15;
series of referendums, state
parking on either side of North
Poplar, on the north aide of the public drunkenness 16; reckless
laws, and orders from the tranSixteenth from Main to Chestschool would be one-way going driving 11; petty larceny 2:
sportation department to con- nut
FREE PUPPIES
and the other closing an
west. This plan will relieve the speeding 39; illegal possession
form to the law.
alley on North lath. This alley
congestion at Robertson, he con- of alcohol 3; disregarding a stop
Two
whfte
part
Beagle
puppis located between two houses
sign 1; failure to yield right of
tihued.
on North ltith. and comes to a ies are free to someone for
He pointed out that if par- way to funeral 1; unnecessary
dead end. It is 40 feat x 200 pets. They are white and eight ents arriving for
their children noise 2; total citations 95; accot. A suit will now be filed weeks old. Phone 753-8249 if and bringing
their children in cidents 21; improper parking
in Calloway Circuit Court in interested.
to school, will observe all re- dickets 20.
order to obtain a decision from
DUKEDOM, Tenn., Oct. 23 — the Circuit Judge.
The term of Dr. A. H. TitsLuther Andrew Morris, 90, of
Lynnville died at 12:30 p.m. worth on the Murray Board of
ing Adjustment has ended.
Wednesday in Fuller- Gilliam
I
was replaced by Dwight D.
Hospital at Mayfield after a two- .
•
weeks illness. He was a retired
Councilman Leonard Vaughn
farmer.
I •• orted that the Murray Has
He is survived by his wife, ital
bonds have not been sold
Mrs. Margaret Morris; two sons, I. noT have the
Water & SewPrather and Herbert Morris,
System bonds. The bond marboth of Lynnville; three daughis getting better he said.
ters, Mrs. Mattie Burnett and
state places a limit for inMiss Marie Morris, both of
on the hospial bonds at
Lynnville, and Mrs. Neval Reed
34 per cent and on the sewer
of Pontiac, Mich.; three grandads at 7 per cent. It is hoped
children and five great-grandboth of these hoods will
children; a brother, Tom Morplaced on the market soon.
ris of Lynville; and a sister.
'67 DODGE Polara 4-Door.
'1,250
Mrs. Abbie Neighbors of Memphis, Tenn.
'67 VW 2-Door.
Revival Services
1,200
Funeral services are schedTo
Start Sunday
uled at 2 p.m. Friday at the
'
66 CHEVY Impala 4-Dr. H
'
top.
Jackson Funeral Chapel in Duke- At Memorial Church
dom. The Rev. Johnson Easley
'
65 CHRYSLER 2-Dr. H
'
top.
will officiate. Burial will be in
Revival services will be held
Burnett's Chapel Cemetery.
'65 COMET 2-Door.
950
Friends may call at the fu- at the Memorial Baptist Church
Sunday,
October
starting
26,
neral home.
•
'65 MUSTANG.
and continuing through Sun875 •
day, November 2.
Services will be held daily at
'64 DODGE 4-Door.
600
THREE CITED
7:30 p.m. and each morning at
seven o'clock Tuesday through
'
64 OLDS 98.
650
Three persons were cited by Friday.
the Murray Police Department
The evangelist will be Rev.
'63 MERCURY Monterey 4-Door.
yesterday and last night. They James W. Best, pastor of the
500
were two for speeding and one First Baptist Church, Fulton
'61 FORD 4-Dr.
for driving while intoxicated.
150
Leading the singing will b e
Ronnie Hampton, minister of
'
60 COMET 4-Door,
music at the First Missionary
125
Baptist Church, Benton.
'60
GMC Pickup
The pastor, Rev. Norman Cul
Ecumenical gift
pepper, and the congregation
LOS ANGELES(UPI)- The
'
64 GMC Pickup.
of the church invite the public
•
University of Southern Califorto attend.
nia, a nonsectarian , private uni'
65 GMC Pickup
versity founded 'in 1880, was
built on land 'donated by
Catholic, a Jew and a Protestant.
BROKEN WINDOW

An

MI

We've been
that big Toe.
and we fine
Looks like a
bout a fa
ver the ti
round. This
came to us i
the street an
of the ladies

One-way

"

We would I
met, howevei
suit us, since
thing.
For instance

teontinuei

"Back 1

L A. Morris, 90,
Lynville, Dies

Night PI
Kirksey

"Back to ;
be held by tl
tary School
sociation on
27, at 7:30
Mrs. Lubi,
chairman, s
devotion and
ion, the grou
to go to visit
children aro
teachers.
A social 1
with refresh
ed by the m
grades, Mrs.
Mrs. Laura
and the ei,
Glen Beach
teachers.
Mrs. Harol
urges all pal
attend this
school" nigh

•

FAIR WEATHER
SALE

ALL MUST GO BEFORE COLD WEATHER

I

Power.
22,000 actual miles.
Power, vinyl top. 1,100
Power, air cond.
1,100
Power and air.
Local car, 6-cyl., std.
•
Power.
Power and air.
Power, automatic.
Automatic.
with cattle rack.
Long wheelbase.
with cattle rack.

NOW YOU KNOW
-by United Press International
American
John Jay, the
statesman and jurist, was the
first chief justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court, serving from
178910 1795

FRIDAY — OCTOBER 24. 1989

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ston, D-Elizabethtown, made in their bonds in order to inthe annual sessions resolution vert their funds in bonds paymotion, saying "1 think it would ing higher interest rstes.
The system will be able to rebe appropriate and I personal
ly feel we need to meet annual- tire $105,000 of its bonds for
ly in order to do a good job" ;100,500. The council approvThe motion was seconded by ed taking this action.
City Councilmen James Rudy
Aep. W. J. Reyonlds, D-Allen
County, who later proposed the Allbritten reported to the counvote of confidence" resolut- cil that an emergency measure
ion honoring Sen. Richard L had to be taken daring the past
Frymire D-Madisonville, Senate week when the engine block on
majority leader and Rep. Don the large white fire truck
Ball, R-Lexington, House minor, "froze". A shaft In the engine
ity leader. The pair head the
citizens group favoring the an gouged out part of the block
making is useless. A new ennual sessions amendment.
gine was ordered from WaukFirst Such Move
The annual sessions resolut esha. Wisconsin at a coat of
$3,000. A mechanic came
ion was the first such move about
to Murray and installed the enmade by any of the General
white truck now opAssembly's 15 interim commit- gine. The
erates better than it ever did
tees.
according to Fire Chief Flavil
The significance of it may be
Robertson. The total cost to the
viewed from the standpoint city
for this emergency measheretofore
most legislatthat
ure was $3,500. Mayor Ellis said
ors and legislative candidates that the Fire Safety
Commithave steered clear of the pro- tee and he met on the
situation
posed amendment. It has re and
took action necessary to put
ceived opposition from Gov the truck back into
operating
Louie B. Nunn and industrial condition. He asked
fordwancil
interests in the state.
approval of the action of the
Sen. Clifford D. Latta, D- committee. This motion
was unPrestonburg, commented before animously approved.
the voice vote was taken that
he felt his fellow committeeThe Murray Water and Sewer
men should know what Nunn System had asked for bids on
had allegedly said during a pre-fabricated concrete slabs for
television news program over the room of the operations
a Huntington, W. Va., station building at the sewerage syWednesday right.
stem plant- The steel for the
"Nunn said his department slabs is nearly completed. These
heads and cabinet would be sub- slabs will be febrieated, brojected to the whims and fan- ught into Murray, end installed
cies of the legislature," Latta on the roof.
quoted Nunn as saying, while
The low bidder was the Alapointing out his opposition to bama Precast Products, Inc. of
the annual sessions amendment. Birmingham, Alabama at a
Nunn's statement, if quoted price of S755. This low bid was
correctly by Latta, would be a accepted.
departure from the governor's
Other bids were Duwe Preprevious objective four - point cam Concrete Products, Inc.
criticism of the amendment. It Oshkosh, Wisconsin, $1,647;
would mark the first time Nunn Federal Cement Products, Inc.,
has expressed a subjective view
Indiana, $2,170; W.
R. Grace & Company, Brunsick Georgia. $1,108.
The bid was on 1400 square
feet of slab.

INC.

Murray, Ky.
. 753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
. "Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

—

(Continued From Pees One)

SUNDAY MORNING
6:00
6:50 Farm Digest (c)
7.00 Washington Report- kg
7:15 Day of Discovery (c)
'7:30
"77113Th
-ffdiF81-CM11776)

&

If you're about to paint your
home, add a special tduch to
wooden trim. Coat window
sashes, shutters, and doors with
colorful exterior semi-gloss Or
high gloss ens met.

The plate glass window of
Hughes Electric Company at
First and Main Streets was broken, according to the report
made to the Murray Police Department at 10:33 p m Thurstray. A beer bottle and broken
glass were found at the scene,
according to the police report.

500
875 1
1,075

HATCHER

t

AUTO SALES

515 S. 12th Street
12 75 3-496 1

Murray, Ky.
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